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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
A in formulae: arbitrary constant 
A matrix 
A-. element of matrix A 
a arbitrary constant 
Bph bacteriopheophytin-a 
Chl-a chlorophyll-a 
D zero-field-splitting parameter 
DCMJ 3- (3,4-dichlorophenyl) -1, 1-dimethyl urea 
Aifij relative difference between fluorescence-yield 
for S„ -* S* excitation and S„ -> S., (v) excitation, 
indicating the deviation from Vavilov's law (chapter 3) 
E zero-field splitting parameter; energy 
E ,E ,E energies of triplet spin states |x>, |y>, |z> 
as referred to molecular axis-system 
E.,E.,E, energies of triplet spin states |i>, |j>, |k> 1
 J K 
no reference to axis system 
FDMR Fluorescence Detected Magnetic Resonance 
K Hamiltonian operator 
h Planck's constant h = 6.625 10~ Jsec 
I electric current 
1,1' excitation light intensities 
Ir fluorescence intensity 
IC interconversion 
ISC intersystemcrossing 
k average decay rate constant as defined by: 
k = ( Z k n ) / I n vm m nr m m 
k-,k.,k, decay rate constant for lowest excited triplet spin 1 j K 
state |i>, |j>, |k> respectively 
k , rate constant for transition from level t to level V : 
l, V = 1-6; k?1 is purely radiative 
k~ mean decay constant for decay from triplet spinstates 
|i>, |j>, and |k>; kT = j Z km; m = i,j,k 
H,V l,l' = 1-6 labels excited state \i>\ as a subscript for 
singlet or triplet states l,V = 0,1,2, e.g. 
o. - OQ, o-t , cij) 6tC. 
X radiation wavelength or eigen value of a matrix 
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MTHF 3-methyltetrahydrofuran 
m,m' m,m' = i,j,k labels spin levels 
|m>, |m'> In zero magnetic field |i>, |j> and |k> 
correspond to spin states |x>, |y> and | z> 
which are eigenstates of the spin-operators 
S„> S , S , respectively i,j,k are ordered so 
that E. > E- > E,; for TTTT triplet states 1 j K 
E ,E >E 
x' y z 
N total number of molecules in a sample 
- > • 
n vector 
n ,n , relative population of excited level 11>, \V> 
n , n , relative population of triplet spin state 
|m>,|m'> 
ru, relative triplet population :ru, i £ n 
ODMR Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance 
P relative triplet populating rate 
P relative triplet populating rate to spin state |m> 
Ph-a pheophytin-a 
PS photosystem 
PSU photosynthetic unit 
PTFE polytetrafluorethylene 
p relative triplet populating rate normalized so 
that; Z p = 1 
mm' $JJ yield for formation of T |m'> originating from 
the process T J m > •+ T |m> — • S* — > • T |m'> 
<(>m yield of backformation of T_ |m> following 
excitation T„ | m> •*• T | m>, not including ISC 
processes 
<j> general symbol for yield, defined as number of 
molecules participating in or produced by a 
particular process, divided by the number of 
absorbed photons 
<t>.p fluorescence yield 
<J>TT yield for fluorescence originating from 
T |m> •* T |m> absorption 
fyrrr average value of <j> as defined in Chapter 3 
<j)-rcp yield of formation of T |m>, following 
S„ •+ S 1 excitation 
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(j>T„r yield of formation of T as defined by <|>Tcp = L ^TCP 
q relative rate constant for Tn|m> -> T |m> 
nm 01 r 
excitation followed by T* ---• S —* T'*ISC 
r . relative rate constant for transition 
mm' 
T„|m> —->• TQ|m'> via T-T absorption and 
T —>• S* ---»- T' *ISC processes 
S , S ' , singlet state with energy increasing when i,z1 
increases; S0 = ground state; S. = first excited 
singlet state, etc; Generally 1,1' = 0,1,2,3, etc 
^-x'—v'—z sP^"n °P e r a t o r s f° r sPi n states |x>, |y>, |z> 
S , T excited singlet or triplet states 
T ,T , triplet states with increasing energy when 
%,V increases; T„ = lowest excited triplet state, 
T1 = first excited triplet state, etc; generally 
l,V = 0,1,2,3, etc. 
x lifetime, defined as the time elapsed after a 
quantity has decreased to 1/e of its original 
value through exponential decay 
X,Y,Z Energies of triplet spin states |x>, |y>, |z> 
x,y,z define molecular axis-system for porphyrins where 
x and y are two in-plane axes and z the out-of-plane 
axis. For dihydroporphyrins the x axis is parallel 
to the saturated pyrrole C-C bond 
ZFS zero-field-splitting 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this thesis is formed by the energy conversion in photo-
synthetic compounds, with particular emphasis on the energy converting 
pathways involving the lowest excited triplet state of pheophytins. These 
compounds can be obtained from the corresponding chlorophylls by replacing 
the central Mg ion by two protons. As has been shown in a previous study of 
the triplet state of chlorophylls [1,2 ] , this modification does not 
essentially alter the kinetic properties of the lowest triplet state; using 
pheophytins instead of chlorophylls has the main advantage that the former 
compounds are photochemically more stable; also, thorough studies have 
been carried out on the triplet state of porphin free base [ 3-S ] . Results 
of these studies are very helpful for a first interpretation of the "spectral 
properties of pheophytins, for which porphin free base may be considered to 
be a suitable -although rather primitive- model compound. We have limited 
this study to two kinds of pheophytins derived from chlorophylls occurring 
in plants and algae: chlorophyll a and b. Bacteriopheaphytins, derived from 
another important class of photosynthetic pigments, the. bacteriochlorophylls, 
® C2H5 
COO-phytyl 
PHEOPHYTIN a: X . CH3 
PHEOPHYTIN b: X • CHQ 
»2 H2 
CHLORIN FREE BASE 
Fig. 1.1.1 Chemical structure of pheophytins-a and b (lefthand side) and 
chlorin free base (righthand side). 
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which occur in photosynthetic bacteria [ 6 ] , have been omitted from this 
investigation, mainly because they prove to be experimentally more difficult. 
The chemical structure of pheophytin-a and b is presented in fig. 1.1.1a; it 
is evident that the chromophoric group can be viewed as a porphin base of 
which pyrrole ring jy has been reduced. Such a dihydrophorphin, also called 
chlorin free base, is shown in fig. 1.1.1b. Its spectral properties carry 
much resemblance to those of pheophytins, although they are not identical. 
Pheophytin may be considered as a perturbed dihydroporphin free base, and 
therefore we have carried out a detailed study of the triplet state of this 
modelcompound of pheophytins, using a recently developed magnetic resonance 
technique. This technique, zero field optically detected magnetic resonance 
[7,8] has come out to be very attractive for the study of such complex mole-
cules as pheophytins, and has yielded new and interesting data on a variety 
of even more complex systems such as enzymes [ 9] , DNA [10], and photosynthe-
tic reaction centers of plants [ 11] , algae [12] , and bacteria [ 13-16] . The 
potential of this method is only beginning to show as is demonstrated by the 
rapidly increasing amount of papers, among which are several excellent re-
views [ 17-19]. For more details about ODMR, we refer to section 1.5 below, 
and Chapter 2,which treats experimental methods, both preparative and in-
strumental. This chapter partly consists of a reprinted paper from Review of 
Scientific Instruments. Although at first sight, the study of triplet state 
properties by ODMR may seem to be a rather limited approach to in vitro and 
in vivo energy conversion processes involving several excited states, kinetic 
and static properties of the triplet state, obtained from such ODMR studies 
provide information on other excited states and their kinetics as well, 
as is shown in Chapter 3. Also, slow processes suchs as photoinduced 
proton translocation in dihydroporphin free base can be followed by ODMR, 
whereas at the same time interactions of the lowest triplet state with 
other excited states can be extracted from kinetic ODMR data ( Chapter 4 
and 5). 
Chapter 4 is a reprint of a paper published in Chemical Physics Letters, 
whereas Chapter 5 has been submitted to the Journal of Chemical Physics. 
An outstanding problem in the optical spectroscopy of complexed photo-
synthetic pigments is the occurrence of multicomponent spectra, resulting 
from several types of complexed pigments. This occurs with many pigments 
in vitro, but certainly in vivo. As is shown in Chapter 6, ODMR is a 
suitable method for unravelling of such complex optical spectra. This 
Chapter has been submitted to Chemical Physics Letters. The last Chapter, 
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partly presented as a reprinted paper,is devoted to the application of ODMR 
to the study of the triplet state of chlorophyll-a and to what is thought to 
be its hydrogenated pheophytin derivative in a number of algae. It is the 
first report of its kind demonstrating the application of ODMR to an i.rvtaat 
organism. It has been published in Biochemical and Biophysical Research 
Communications. All symbols, used throughout this Thesis, have been collec-
ted in a list, preceding Chapter I,and the less atractive parts of mathema-
tical derivations have been removed from the reader's eye by dumping in an 
Appenditch. 
1.2 RELEVANCE OF PHEOPHYTINS FOR IN VIVO SYSTEMS 
The primary photochemical reaction in bacterial photosynthesis is the 
transfer of an electron from a bacteriochlorophyll complex P to an acceptor 
X. There is extensive evidence [ 20-27] that P consists of a bacteriochloro-
phyll dimer; X has been,shown to contain iron chelated with a quinone, very 
similar to ubiquinone [ 28-31]. Between P and X, an intermediate I occurs, 
which is very likely to be bacteriopheophytin as follows from spectroscopic 
experiments [ 32,33]. The bacterial reaction center contains four bacterio-
chlorophylls, two bacteriopheophytins and approximately two equivalents of 
X [ 34-37] . The three compounds are thought to be held in place by surrounding 
proteins and are part of the entire electron-transport system. There is 
accumulating evidence, that the geometrical arrangement is such that two 
bacteriochlorophylls are coupled, forming a dimer, the two remaining chloro-
phylls being at larger distance than the first two, and being located on 
both sides of the dimer. Bacteriopheophytin is located between X and the 
chlorophylls. It has been possible to observe the trapped anion radical of 
bacteriopheophytin by low temperature magnetic resonance [ 33 ] . The data 
suggest considerable orbital overlap between I"" and X". In bacterial reac-
tion centers where electron tranport through X is blocked, a short lived inter-
mediate state (t, ^  10 nsec) has been detected, where one electron finds 
itself on the (reduced) bacteriopheophytin [38,39] . This intermediate state 
may decay to the singlet groundstate by recombining both electrons in their 
singlet state, or to a lower lying triplet state, which has been detected 
by magnetic.resonance both at high field [ 40-42] and at zero magnetic field 
[43,44]. The process carries much resemblance to cleavage resulting in 
radical fragments, originating from excited states, and it is therefore to 
be expected that magnetic fields may have a profound effect on both triplet 
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yield and the populating mechanism of this triplet state [45,46] . 
On the whole, the system represents a case where crucial information on the 
details of the primary photosynthetic act has been extracted from the unusual 
triplet state properties, found in these highly organized systems. Although 
it is clear that bacteriopheophytin participates in the primary photosynthe-
tic act in bacteria, the significance of this observation is not yet fully 
understood and further studies are necessary to answer important questions 
concerning the exact geometrical arrangement of pigments, photoinduced 
potentials, and the excitonic interaction in these reaction centers. The role 
of pheophytins in plants and algae is much less clear. Although these com-
pounds are found in chloroplast or algae preparations, usually one is not 
certain if they were .naturally present or have been produced by chemical 
treatment. A similar role for pheophytins as an intermediate acceptor in 
chloroplasts has been suggested by van Gorkom [ 47 ] . This suggestion appears 
to be confirmed by luminescence measurements on the algae Chlorella vulgaris 
[ 48 ] and a very recent report on the detection of pheophytins in pea chloro-
plasts r 4 9 1 . 
Finally, Mg in chlorophylls can be replaced by 2 H upon irradiation 
with blue or UV light [50]. It is interesting to note that this phototrans-
formation is inhibited by triplet quenchers, such as carotene and methylred, 
which has led to the conclusion that photopheophytinisation (!) occurs 
through the triplet state of the corresponding chlorophyll [50] . Such photo-
induced pheophytinisation may be caused by local photoinduced pH gradients 
across membraned. At low pH, chlorophylls are chemically instable and are 
converted into pheophytins. Even in the absence of light, pheophytinisation 
can occur, and is one of the mechanisms causing the seasonal changes of 
colour in green leaves. 
1.3 THE RELEVANCE OF TRIPLET STATE STUDIES ON PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENTS IN 
RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS RESEARCH 
By now, it has been well, established that the triplet state of photo-
synthetic pigments, among which pheophytins, is not directly involved in 
the series of events, starting with the absorption of photons in living 
organisms at ambient temperature, and ending with the transfer of an electron 
of the reaction center to the electron transport chain.. However, by adding 
an electron transport blocking agent, preventing electron transfer from 
the primary acceptor to the secondary and subsequent acceptors, the triplet 
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state of photosynthetic pigments may be trapped and studied at low temperature 
by magnetic resonance, or at ambient temperature by flash spectroscopy. In 
this way pheophytins and chlorophylls can be used as natural, non-perturbing 
probes, sensing the interaction of other parts of the photosynthetic system 
with the probing triplet. Sofar its use has been rather limited in this 
respect, but pioneering studies [11-17] have demonstrated that this approach 
is very fruitful and promising. 
1.4 ENERGY CONVERSION IN PHOTOSYNTHETIC PIGMENTS 
The most important energy levels involved in (optical) excitation of 
photosynthetic pigments are shown in fig. 1.4.1. By absorption of red light 
molecules are transferred from the singlet ground state SQ into a first 
excited singlet state S-| or into a second excited singlet state S2 by blue 
light. Following excitation to one of these singlet states, different path-
ways are possible for deactivation of the excited molecule: 
i) intermolecular energy transfer 
ii) chemical reactions 
iii) internal conversion, vibrational relaxation, and intersystem crossing 
iv) radiative decay 
The first process is the most important'one for the in vivo chlorophyll 
forming the "antenna" [ 6 ] . The purpose of this antenna chlorophyll is 
the transfer of energy originating from absorbed light to an energy trap 
formed by the reaction center (see section 1.2), where the second process 
takes place. This reaction center is formed by a specially organized 
\ 
Fig. 1.4.1 Energy level diagram of pheo-
" y phytin-a; the values of kf, <)>£, kj-g^, 
Q«inn -1 an<* ^ISC a r e those for chlorophyll-a. 
f Values of all other parameters are those 
i for pheophytin-a. 
c 7 
J " T \ i *isc-57 ^ 
«p.
 3 g k isc=108sec-i 
7 1 / T ° 
kT = 1050 sec-1 * 
15000cm- l 10700 cm- 1 
I 
So * 
assembly of chlorophyll molecules ("special pair") for which the detailed 
structure may be different for green plants, algae, and photosynthetic 
bacteria [6,34-37]. At the reaction center the absorbed energy is converted 
into chemical energy through oxidation of the special pair from which an 
electron is transferred via an intermediate electron acceptor (which is in 
photosynthetic bacteria bacteriopheophytin [32,33]) to an electron trans-
porting chain of a number of acceptors. 
Apart from energy transfer and chemical reactions acting as deactivation 
processes, there is a possibility of intra molecular processes iii) and iv). 
These processes lead to losses of the total originally absorbed energy, and 
are suppressed in natural energy conversion mechanisms. 
Although these processes are therefore not of direct importance in natural 
systems, in vitro studies of these intra molecular processes are very useful 
since a detailed knowledge of the internal energy conversion processes is 
necessary for an understanding of the naturally occurring processes i) and 
ii) mentioned above. In this Thesis we will therefore describe processes iii) 
and iv) within photosynthetic pigments based on results from experiments 
carried out on pheophytin-a and -b and some of its model compounds. 
Let us now consider the nature of these intra molecular processes. As 
depicted in fig. 1.4.1 a molecule excited into the first or second excited 
singlet state can decay within the singlet manifold by S2 -»• S-j (v) inter-
conversion followed by a fast relaxation process from S-| (v) to the vibra-
tionless S-| state-. From the latter the molecule can decay to the So ground 
state with the emission of a photon (fluorescence) or radiationless by 
interconversion and vibrational relaxation. Generally, it is found that 
radiative processes dominate the S-| -*• So decay, and we have therefore only 
considered the latter type of decay. A third pathway involves intersystem 
crossing (ISC) to the lowest excited triplet state denoted by TQ. From To 
a second ISC process takes place to the So ground state;in most photosyn-
thetic pigments the latter process is almost exclusively radiationless; 
some weak phosphorescence can be found for chlorophylls and pheophytins 
[ 51,52] . 
The lowest excited triplet state has two important features. Firstly 
it has a relatively long lifetime, for photosynthetic pigments at T < 77K 
^ 1 msec. If there is a high exciting light intensity, the molecule can be 
re-excited by the absorption of a second photon into a higher excited 
triplet state, the consequences of which are described in detail in chapter 
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3 for the case that this T-T absorption is not followed by a chemical de-
composition of the molecule. 
The second important feature of the triplet state is the fact that the 
three TQ spinstates (see section 1.5) have different kinetic constants, which 
can be seen by cooling the sample to liquid the temperature or lower, 
diminishing the relaxation rate between the spin states. At room temperature 
the differences between kinetic constants of the various spin levels are 
dominated by such relaxation however.One of the consequences of this different 
kinetic behaviour is the larger population of the highest spin states w.r.t. 
that of the lowest spin state for in vitro photosynthetic pigments in model 
systems (e.g. chlorophylls, pheophytins, chlorin free base, porphin free 
base). Therefore these compounds can in principle show stimulated microwave 
emission at frequencies corresponding to the transition frequency between 
spin states. Thus, in principle, the compounds can be used for masers. A 
chlorophyll laser has been constructed [53,54 ] • 
Fluorescence and ISC yields have been previously measured by Gradyushko et 
at for chlorophyll-a, chlorin and similar compounds [ 55 ] . For the 
pheophytins, however, very little is known about the kinetic behaviour of states 
other than TQ. Since the effects of replacement of the central Mg -ion in 
the chlorophylls by the two central protons are relatively small for the 
spectroscopic properties, we assume that the yields for fluorescence and 
ISC (Si -> To) for chlorophyll-a [ 5 5 ] will be similar to those of 
pheophytin-a. Fig. 1.4.1 contains typical yields and rates for chlorophyll-a. 
Summarizing, we have studied those processes, which represent energy losses 
in the excited states of photosynthetic pigments, such as emission of micro-
waves, and fluorescence, as well as the generation of heat, causing spin lattice 
relaxation in the lowest triplet state of pheophytins and their model compounds. 
1.5 THE PRINCIPLES OF ZERO FIELD MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
An electronic triplet state has three magnetic substates, denoted as 
spin states; in the absence of an external magnetic field, these three spin 
states |x> |y> and |z> have energies corresponding to the eigenvalues 
of the zero field spin Hamiltonian. 
X = - (X S2 + Y S2 + Z S2) (1) 
—x —y —z' 
2 
S , S , and S_ are the spin operators such that the eigen value of S = 
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Sl + S2 + S2 equals S (S+1) = 2 when expressed in units of h2 and S | > = 0. 
S (S+1) equals 2 for each of the zero field levels. Microwave induced 
transitions between spin states can occur when microwaves with frequency v 
satisfy the resonance condition 
AE = | (2) 
where c is the velocity of light in cm sec" , AE is expressed in cm and 
AE=|X-Y|, |Y-Z|, or |X-Z! (3) 
Since changes induced by microwaves in the populations of spin states lead 
to small changes in the Sg ground state population, due to the different 
decay rate constants of the individual spin states, these changes in the 
populations of states can be monitored via the fluorescence intensity which 
is coupled to the ground state population. These changes in the fluorescence 
intensity are in general small (typically ^  1 - 0.1 %) but detectable due to 
the high sensitivity of light detectors. For the detailed influence of the 
microwave irradiation on the fluorescence intensity we refer to previous 
papers [ 4, 56 ] and Chapter 3 of this Thesis. 
Since the sum of the energies X + Y + Z equals zero, it is convenient to use 
the zero-field splitting parameters D and E defined such that 
D E i (X+Y)-Z = - 3/2 Z (4a) 
E E i (X-Y) (4b) 
Then microwave transitions occur at energies 2 E, D-E and D+E (expressed in 
cm ), corresponding to the transitions between states |x> ** |y>, 
|y> •"• |z>, and |x> **• |z>, respectively. 
In general the notation with x,y and z refers to a molecular axis system, 
therefore we have denoted the spin states with |i>, |j>, and |k> respectively, 
ordered by decreasing energy, independent of a molecular axis system. Only 
when possible, we have made an asignment for i,j, and k in terms of x,y and 
z. 
Selection rules for microwave transitions between spin states |x>, |y>, 
2] 
and |z> are derived from a perturbation Hamiltonian Jf'(t), given by 
3f'(t) = H^tJ.-S (5) 
where H- represents the microwave field, and S = S + S + S . 
I ' — —x —y —z 
For microwave radiation polarized along the x-direction X' = H? S the 
matrix elements <c|Sxk'> determine the probability for transitions between 
spin levels |c> and |c'>. 
Since Sx|x> = Sy|y> = Sz|z> vanish, non-zero matrix elements are only ob-
tained if c1 is y or z with Sx as the operator. It is readily seen, that 
this only allows transitions between |y> and |z>. Similarly, y polarized 
radiation induces transitions between |x> and |z>, and z polarized radiation 
between |x> and |y>. 
At sufficient amplitude, resonant radiation connecting spin states |?> and 
|c'>, equalizes their populations. We have excluded coherent effects occurring 
at still higher microwave power. 
For a more detailed treatment of principles and applications of zero field 
magnetic resonance, we refer to some recent reviews [17-19,57] . 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Since we have described the preparations of the investigated compounds 
in other Chapters, we will treat remaining details in this Chapter. 
2.1 MODEL COMPOUNDS 
Meso-tetraphenylporphin free base (I) was synthesized according to 
Adler et al [ 1] I was obtained in almost quantitative yield and purified by 
sublimation in an oxygen-free nitrogen stream at 350-250 C, yielding I as 
long, pink needles. 
Meso-tetraphenylchlorin free base (II) was synthesized following Whitlock et 
al [ 2]. II was recrystallized from high purity grade benzene. Mass spectra 
revealing a dominant m/e = 616 peak were taken at a sample temperature of 
100 C; at higher sample temperature we have observed a strong increase of 
the 614 peak at the cost of that at 616, indicating the oxydation of II to I. 
Chlorin free base (III) was synthesized following Eisner and Linstead 
[ 3] . It turns out that III is obtained in its most cure form if the reaction 
temperature is taken at 140 °C, using xylene as a solvent. Yields at 140 
and 180 C, using xylene and 0-dichlorobenzene as solvents, were 0.33 and 
0.50 I, respectively. If the reaction is carried out in sealed tubes at 
220 C [ 4] , using O-dichlorobenzene as a solvent, III is obtained in 1.6 % 
yield. In addition to the chlorin mass peak at 312 impurities occur at 
m/e = 326 and 394. The relative amount of these impurities increases with 
increasing reaction temperature and may amount to - 30 I. The crude fraction 
obtained at 140 °C reaction temperature was purified by thin layer chromato-
graphy using silicagel as solid medium and benzene-heptane 5 : 1 mixture as 
an eluent. The visible absorption spectrum of a fraction with Rp = 0.6 
agreed satisfactorily with literature data [ 3] . Purity was further improved 
by vacuum-sublimation. 
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2.2 NATURAL COMPOUNDS 
The synthesis and sample preparation of pheophytins from chlorophylls 
is described in Chapter 6 of this Thesis. 
2.3 ALGAE 
For ODMR experiments on in vivo systems we used the following algae: 
Anaoystis nidulans, Euglena gracilis, Porphyridium omentum, Chlovella 
vulgaris, Syneohooooous oedrorum, Phaeodaotylum trioornutum,and Vissoheria 
stellata. 
All these algae except Phaeodaotylum trioornutum were grown in an incubator 
shaker at 27 °C with a dark-light cyclus of 14 hrs light, 10 hrs dark. The 
air was slightly enriched with CO?. 
Phaeodaotylum trioornutum was grown at 17 C with constant illumination with 
extra addition of C02. All cultures were grafted on fresh medium every 3 
or 4 weeks. 
Anaoystis nidulans was grown following Myers and Kratz [ 5] . 
Euglena gracilis was grown in a 0.5 % solution of pepton Difco in tap-water. 
Porphynidium oruentum and Phaeodaotylum trioornutum were grown in an arti-
ficial sea water medium. 
For Phaeodaotylum trioornutum some waterglass was added. 
Syneohocooous oedrorum was grown in a solution following Emerson and Lewis 
[6]. 
Chlovella vulgaris was grown in a medium as described in [ 7] . 
Visaheria stellata was grown in a proteose medium: 1 gr Proteose pepton 
added to 1000 ml Bristol's solution [8] . 
For the preparation of the samples we refer to Chapter 7 of this Thesis. 
2.4 THE ODMR APPARATUS 
Section 2.4.1 consists of a reprint of our paper containing a detailed 
description of the apparatus. In section 2.4.2 below we describe some recent 
improvements. 
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2.4.1 
Optical detection and electronic simulation of magnetic 
resonance in zero magnetic field of dihydroporphin free base* 
Sievert J. van der Bent, Adrie de Jager, and Tjeerd J. Schaafsma 
Agricultural University, Department of Molecular Physics, De Dreijen 6, Wageningen, The Netherlands 
(Received 14 August 1975) 
An apparatus for the measurement of optically detected magnetic resonance 
(ODMR) in zero magnetic field at 4.2 K using commercially available parts is 
described. A simple electronic analogue device is used to obtain kinetic data 
from ODMR transients in a fast and reliable way. From these data decay rates 
of the three spin levels of the lowest molecular triplet state can be obtained, 
whereas populating rates can be determined within defined limits. Since the 
apparatus is suited for unguarded operation during long periods of time, signal 
averaging of weak signals, e.g., from biological molecules, is particularly easy. 
Kinetic data have been obtained for dihydroporphin, which can be considered as 
the structural basis for chlorophyll: fc, = 121 ± 12 sec-'; fc, = 277±28 sec"1; 
k3 = 22±2 sec"'; 0.28< P, <0.43; P2 = l; P,<0.08, where fc, and P, are the decay 
and populating rates of the ith spin level. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Optical detection of magnetic resonance in the lowest 
molecular triplet state has proved to be a very sensitive 
and selective method as compared with detection of 
microwave absorption by diodes or bolometers.'"3 At 
low temperature, relaxation between the three triplet 
spin levels can be slowed down sufficiently such that 
they can be considered as isolated. Under such condi-
tions intersystem crossing occurs to and from separate 
spin levels. Microwave absorption resonant with energy 
separations between spin levels results in a change of 
spin level populations which can be monitored by the 
phosphorescence intensity, due to the fact that the spin 
levels generally have different radiative properties.3"5 
If phosphorescence emission cannot be used to monitor 
the changes in triplet state population—which is very 
common for biological molecules—magnetic resonance 
of the lowest triplet state can be detected by the 
effect on the S„ *- 5, fluorescence intensity .2-6,7 This is 
to be expected since a triplet state population perturba-
tion is transmitted to every part of the optical pumping 
cycle. As an illustration we present in this paper an 
application of this method to a model compound of a 
photosynthetic pigment, since for this type of molecule 
the phosphorescence emission is usually weak or absent, 
whereas the intersystem crossing is fast.8"10 This ap-
proach provides the experimental basis for the study of 
more complicated biological systems, such as in vivo 
photosynthetic reaction centers. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. ODMR apparatus 
For the type of molecule which we have studied, 
phosphorescence is absent or too weak to be useful in 
monitoring changes in triplet population. The micro-
wave-induced changes in the fluorescence intensity are 
usually on the order of 0.1%-1%, which leads to the 
following instrumental requirements: 
(1) Due to the low S/N ratio of the changes in the 
fluorescence intensity, averaging over many measure-
ments is necessary. Therefore, the instrument must al-
low long periods of operation (typically 8 h). 
(2) Noise from the excitation light source and the 
photomultiplier must be kept at a minimum. 
(3) Since the measurements are carried out over 
prolonged periods of time, liquid helium losses must be 
low. 
(4) Preferably, the instrument should allow unat-
tended operation. 
The experimental setup presented in Fig. 1 meets these 
requirements. We have replaced the conventional optical 
cryostat by a superisolated liquid He container: 
(L'Air Liquide model RS 25), with a capacity of 25 
liters. This enables uninterrupted use over periods up to 
3 weeks. Liquid He losses other than due to evapora-
tion occur only by sample replacement. Thus the net 
loss of liquid He is considerably lower than with the 
filling procedure of conventional cryostats. With the 
350-450 nm filtered output of a 200 W Osram superhigh 
pressure mercury arc focused onto the sample immersed 
in liquid He and with a microwave input of ~ 10 njW, the 
He losses typically amount to 50-60 cm3/h, which is about 
twice the "dark" evaporation losses of the container. 
For a description of the experimental setup we refer 
to Fig. 1. Excitation light from an Osram HBO 200 
W/2 superhigh pressure mercury arc is passed through 
bandpass filters and diaphragms and focused onto the 
top of a quartz light guide (Suprasil, Schott), which 
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A time dependent change A//(/) in the fluorescence 
intensity /,, induced by a microwave pulse, is given by 
signal-averager 
diapnragrr 
«f:f:a> 
-. mercury 
\ arc lamp 
band pass 
fflter 
crystal ^ 
FIG. 1. Outline of ODMR apparatus suitable for long periods of 
operation. For details see text. 
has no coatings. A small Al-coated surface mirror de-
flects the excitation light to the light guide, but does 
not obstruct the fluorescence light focused by two col-
lecting lenses and a second mirror onto the slit of a 
0.25 m Spex Minimate monochromator, equipped with 
an EMI 9659 QB extended S20 photomultiplier, 
thermodectrically cooled to -35°C. (Products for Re-
search, model TE 104). Microwave power from a Hew-
lett-Packard 8690B/8699B sweep generator is applied 
to the sample immersed in liquid He via an RG-213/U 
Amphenol cable and a coaxial line of stainless steel 
tubes (outer tube o.d. 8 mm, inner tube o.d. 3 mm; wall 
thickness of both tubes 0.2 mm). Styrofoam spacers keep 
the inner tube in position. 
The rigid coaxial line terminates in a four-turn slow 
wave helix (1 mm Cu wire), surrounding a thin-walled 
Teflon tube containing the sample. The general features 
of the apparatus are very similar to those described 
by Schmidt,3 who used a conventional cryostat. The 
assembly of light guide and microwave coaxial line fits 
into the superinsulated liquid He container, which has a 
16 mm diam entrance. With - 1 5 V pulses from a 
Farnell pulse generator, microwave power can be ampli-
tude modulated. Signals are fed into a Hewlett-Packard 
5480B signal analyzer for S/N improvement. 
B. Equivalent electronic network 
The simulation of the measured signals can be under-
stood by noting that the fluorescence intensity is given 
by the expression 
IM = A[JV - £ «,(;)], (1) 
where //(/) is the fluorescence intensity, A is a constant, 
N the total number of solute molecules in the sample, 
and « ( the number of molecules in the spin levels of the 
lowest excited triplet state. 
A/,(,) = - A £ A « i ( r ) , (2) 
where An,(r) = n,(r) - n,°; the superscript o refers to 
steady state populations under continuous illumination 
in the absence of microwaves. 
When a saturating microwave field resonant with the 
energy difference between two triplet spin levels is 
applied, the populations of the two connected spin levels 
are equalized. In the absence of spin-lattice relaxation, 
application of resonant microwaves equalizing the 
populations of the rth and y'th spin levels results in a 
change A/,(r)7 '": 
A/,(r) = A(kt - k^n," - n,')(k, + A,)"1 
x{exp[^(*, + k,)t] - 1}, (3) 
where i + j = 1,2,3; total decay constants are denoted 
by k and comprise both the radiative and the radia-
tionless deactivation. Switching off the microwave field 
results in a time-dependent change A//(() given by 
A/X') = A(n,° - nj°)k,kj(k, + *j)~' 
x [£,--' exp(- ktl) - kf1 exp(- * , / ) ] . (4) 
The time-dependent changes in the fluorescence in-
tensity expressed by Eqs. (3) and (4) can be simulated 
by an equivalent electronic network. We identify the 
spin level population n, with an electric charge Qt, decay 
constants kt with l//?fC(, and populating rates />, with 
electric currents /,. A similar technique has been applied 
to high-field EPR transients.12 Figure 2 represents the 
analogy between the optical pumping cycle involving 
the lowest molecular triplet state T„ and the ground and 
) ! ! p , y 
1 !.  > 
1 | > 
© 
© 
® .-© 
=±= NRI C3 
FIG. 2. (a) Optical pumping cycle involving molecular singlet states 
50 and 5, and the lowest excited triplet state T0. Dashed arrows 
refer to absorption and fluorescence; fully drawn arrows to and from 
triplet spin levels labeled by i = 1,2, and 3 correspond to populating 
and decay processes with rates Pt and kt, respectively, (b) Electronic 
network equivalent to Fig. 2(a) consisting of current sources /,, 
capacitors Q, and resistors Rv Charges Q, on Ct are measured by 
determination of the voltage V( at points indicated by 1, 2, and 3 
corresponding to similar labels in Fig. 2(a). Changes -£AV, 
proportional to a change A// can be measured following closing and 
opening of any of the switches S0; V6 denotes the supply voltage; 
spin-lattice relaxation can be simulated with three extra resistors 
added parallel to the switches, not included in the schema. Ct = C2 = C3 
= 0.5 fiF; Ru R2, R3 = 1-100 kH, variable, tolerance 1%; Sl8, S^, S i a 
reed relays (switching time 0.25 msec), Elec-Trol RA 30441051; 
' n h, h variable between 100 /*A and 10 mA. 
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FIG. 3. Experimental setup for the fitting of the measured and 
simulated ODMR transients using a signal analyzer, a simulating 
electronic network, and a pulse generator. For details see text. 
excited singlet states 50 and S,, and—on the other 
hand—an electronic network containing three current 
sources, capacitors, and resistors. The part of the 
network containing /,, Rt, and C, corresponds to one 
triplet spin level. 
Applying a resonant microwave field connecting any 
two triplet spin levels (i) and (j) in Fig. 2(a) corresponds 
to closing a switch Si j between the points (/') and (J) in the 
electronic network of Fig. 2(b). 
The transient response of the network to closing or 
opening one of the switches SfJ is governed by the 
values of two feeding currents /( and 11 and two RC 
constants IIR,C, and \IR,Cj. 
According to Eq. (2), the changes in fluorescence in-
tensity are determined by 
corresponding to 
£A«„ 
X Aft 
in Fig. 2(b). Choosing all capacitors to be equal and 
noting that 
t= i (=1 
A/,(') is found to be proportional to 
- X AV,(«), 
(=i 
where AV<(/) is the change in potential at the points 
1 = 1 , 2, and 3 of Fig. 2(b). 
Experimentally, currents and resistors are adjusted 
with calibrated ten-turn potentiometers, enabling a direct 
readout of the values of / and R which can be simply 
related to the absolute values of k and the relative 
magnitude of P and n for each spin level. In practice, 
only the decay rates and relative steady state population 
differences (n,° - n") are uniquely determined by 
comparing simulated and experimental transients 
A//r). This means that without further experimental 
data, the magnitude of n,° is determined up to an un-
known additive constant. Then, the relative populating 
rates P, can only be defined within certain limits. By 
introducing the absolute value of the triplet yield or the 
change in fluorescence intensity immediately after apply-
ing an exciting light pulse,6,7 the relative population 
numbers and populating rates can be obtained. 
The use of fast reed relays allows the simulation of 
pulsed microwave saturation. Note that the changes 
S( A V, result only from connecting or disconnecting 1,2, 
and 3 and not from a change in the feeding currents It. 
This is analogous to the experimental situation where 
changes in I, are observed during continuous optical 
excitation. 
When the experimental A/,(r) transient is stored in the 
memory of the analyzer, its output can be compared with 
that from the equivalent electronic network. The dif-
ference between these two transients can be monitored 
on an oscilloscope, allowing the determination of the 
values of / and R and giving an optimum fit be-
tween the measured and the simulated transient. 
Typically, the fitting boundaries are ~ 10% for the slow 
and —5% for the fast decay rates. The method is 
schematically represented in Fig. 3. By inserting the 
values of Rt and C, the "kinetic" network constants cor-
responding to k, can be determined in straightforward 
fashion, no calibration of the network against a standard 
compound being necessary. For representative pur-
poses the repetition rate of the pulses entering the 
electronic network can be chosen different from the 
cycling time during the accumulation of experimental 
A/XO transients. Then the simulated and experimental 
molecular kinetic constants are simply related by a 
known multiplication factor, i.e., the change in time 
base. 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY v (MHz) 
I 
500 1000 (500 
DECREASE OF 
FLUORESCENCE 
1300 MH t 
1078 MHz 
FIG. 4. Zero-field fluorescence detected ODMR spectrum of 
chlorin free base in a n-octane single crystal at 4.2 K; detection 
wavelength 635 nm; excitation via the filter combination: jCalflex 
Bl/Kl (Balzers). OB 14 (Chance Pilkington), and a 5 cm path length 
of saturated CuS04 solution. Microwave sweep 20O-15O0J MHz; 
microwave power » 2.5 mW; accumulated over 218 sweeps. Insert: 
structure of chlorin free base. 
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EXPEHWENTAL 
TRAMSENT 
FIG. 5. Experimental and simulated fluorescence detected transients 
resulting from application of a resonant microwave pulse at (a) 
1078 MHz and (b) 1300 MHz. Time scale: 20 msec/div; microwave 
pulse widfc 25 msec. The simulated transients have been obtained 
by nunimizmg the voltage difference at all points with the experi-
mental curves (see text). 
III. TRIPLET STATE KINETICS OF 
DIHYDROPORPHIN FREE BASE 
We have applied the method outlined before to the 
compound (chlorin, systematic name: dihydroporphin 
free base) shown in Fig. 4, which can be considered as 
the structural basis for chlorophyll. Monitoring the 
fluorescence 5M «- Sio at the origin at 536 nm from a 
10~"M solution of chlorin free base in a n-octane single 
crystal, and simultaneously sweeping microwaves 
through the 200-1500 MHz region, results in an ODMR 
spectrum as shown in Fig. 4. Two transitions at 1078 
and 1300 MHz are observed, the third one is absent.13 
The performance of the apparatus can be estimated 
by noting that the ODMR spectrum of about 5 x 10" 
molecules can be detected with an S/N ratio of 20 with 
212 accumulated sweeps, using a 200 W Hg arc as an 
excitation source. For an accurate representation of the 
line shape in the ODMR spectrum it is necessary to 
meet the limit, 
i>rep< 6V A"1 •*„!„, 
where v„, is the repetition rate for accumulation; Sv is 
the line width at half-height of a transition; A is the 
frequency domain covered in one sweep; and kmin is 
the smallest of all three decay constants. For chlorin free 
base, this means that with A~ 1300 MHz, *„,,„- 20 
sec"1, and Sv~ 10 MHz, urep< 0.15 sec-1. Accounting 
for 10% dead time between cycles, this results in a total 
accumulation time of 8 h for 212 sweeps. This time can 
be shortened to 2 h (210 sweeps) by using a 900 W 
XBO xenon light source. 
Now that the zero-field transition frequencies have 
been determined, we can apply resonant microwave 
pulses in order to obtain kinetic data on the populating 
and depopulating process. Referring to Fig. 5, transients 
in the fluorescence intensity are observed upon applica-
tion of saturating microwaves at 1078 and 1300 MHz. 
a 
b 
/ -An,lt) 
\ -An , III 
-Aliytl.rvjlt!] 
20m MC 
*"5 
FIG. 6. Simulated time dependence of the population changes 
-An3 (/) (a) and -An, (r) (b) in spin levels 3 and 1, respectively, re-
sulting from application of a 25 msec duration resonant microwave 
pulse at 1300 MHz. The sum ~[Ani(/) + An3(/)] as shown in (c) is 
proportional to the simulated change in fluorescence intensity 
A///) represented in Fig. 5(b). The upward direction in Fig. 6(a), 6(b), 
and 6(c) corresponds to a decrease of the populations and an increase 
of the fluorescence intensity; nf° and «30 represent the steady state 
populations in the absence of microwave power. 
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By comparing the output of the electronic equivalent 
network with the experimental zero-field transients as 
shown in Fig. 5, we have obtained the following data: 
Total decay rates: kt = 121 ± 12sec-';*2 = 277 ± 28 
sec"1; k3 = 22 ± 2 sec-1 (estimated error limits including 
all instrumental inaccuracies). 
Relative steady state population differences: 
(n2° - n,°) : (n2° - n3°) : (n,0 - n3°) = 0.18 : 0.5 : 0.32 
(±10%). From the sign of A///) for transitions 1 <->3and 
2 *-* 3 and the values of ku k2, and k3 we find n3° < n,0, 
«2 • 
For the two extreme situations, (a) n3° = 0; nf # n2° 
# 0 and (b) n,° •» n2° = n3° one can calculate the relative 
values of the populating rates P,, which are found to be 
within the limits 0.28 < f , ^ 0.43; P, £ 0.08 choosing 
Pi- I, and using n,° = Pi/k,. 
In the absence of heavy atoms, such as in aza-
aromatics and analogues of free base porphin, a paral-
lelism is to be expected (and found) between populating 
and decay rates.14 This means that the real situation 
mostly resembles (b), resulting in /", : P2 : f3 = 0.29 : 
0.66 : 0.05. 
It should be pointed out that an additional check of 
correct fitting is contained in the fact that a particular 
set of kinetic constants should lead to a simultaneous 
fitting to all three experimental transients, both with 
respect to their shape and their amplitude. 
It is interesting to note that such a fit of the simulated 
to the experimental transients at 1078 and 1300 MHz 
results in a very small amplitude of the third simulated 
transient at 222 MHz, typically less than 10% of the 
amplitude of the other two transitions, corresponding to 
the fact that this transition was found neither in the 
ODMR spectrum nor as a transient. 
By measuring the voltage at the points 1, 2, and 3 in 
the equivalent network of Fig. 2 separately, we are 
able to follow the time evolution of the populations in 
the three spin levels, even if we are not able to measure 
these changes in the zero-field experiment. As an il-
lustration, Fig. 6 depicts the time-dependent changes in 
the populations of spin levels 1 and 3, as follows from 
the simulated curves. Note that these changes have been 
drawn to scale, illustrating that the change in the sum 
of two populations generally is smaller than that in the 
populations separately. 
This can be expected since upon microwave satura-
tion of a transition i <- j the changes An^O and An//) are 
of opposite sign. Therefore, in the sum An,(f) + An//) 
there is always partial cancelling of the two effects. If 
phosphorescence can be used to monitor the microwave-
induced changes &nt and A«j, this may result in a more 
favorable sensitivity since in that case the change in 
signal intensity is proportional to <r(rAn((0 + kfLnff), 
where k,f are generally different, radiative decay 
constants of spin levels i and j . 
The straightforward method described above appears 
to provide a valuable tool for elucidating the energy 
conversion in photosynthetic pigments, both in vitro and 
in vivo. 
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2.4.2.IMPROVEMENTS IN OEMR APPARATUS 
In order to improve the S/N ratio, we have replaced the 200 w mercury are 
lamp by a 900 w Xenon arc lamp (Osram XBO 400 w/r.)For the irradiation of 
the sample with two resonant microwave frequencies we used the following 
set-up: 
The output from two sweep-generators.(Hewlett-Packard 8620C/86220A and 
8690B/8699B), was seperately amplified using an Avantek AMP 200 amplifier 
for the 1-2 GHz region and an Avantek UA 405. amplifier for the 20-1000 MHz 
region. After amplification the two frequencies were coupled via an Anzac 
H-183-4 "Hybrid T", preventing one microwave frequency to influence the 
source of the other microwave frequency. It turned out to be important to 
amplify the microwaves before mixing , since addition before amplification 
may result in harmonic distortion yielding not only the two original fre-
quencies, but also sum and difference frequencies. The power was monitored 
at one of the parts of the Hybrid T using a Hewlett-Packard 423A detector. 
If necessary, attenuators (Hewlett-Packard 8491A series) were used to prevent 
overloading of the amplifiers. 
2.5 OPTIMIZING SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO 
For most of the measurements reported in this Thesis, we have employed 
a signal analyzer for signal-to-noise (S/N) improvement, with such a device 
one feeds noisy signals periodically into a digital memory. 
For the special case of light-induced decomposition of the sample material, 
as occurs in algae (see Chapter 7), it is necessary to determine the total 
period of accumulation for which maximum S/N of the recorded signal is ob-
tained. With a first-order decomposition process, characterized by a rate-
constant k,, it can be easily derived that 
S/N(t) = S/N(0) k~V* [ l-e'V] for t •> 0 (1) 
The maximum S/N ratio is found for an accumulation period t ^  k, . 
2.6 FITTING EQUATIONS TO DATA 
For single-exponential fitting of experimental transients, as described 
in Chapters 4-6 and using equations represented in Chapter 3, we have made use 
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of a program of Daniel and Wood [9] after lineairization of exponential decaycurves. 
Double exponential fitting was carried out using an algorithm described by 
Fiacco and McCormick [ 10] and applied in the optimization package 
OPTPAC III, obtained from Corporate ISA's SCA-group of N.V. Philips Gloei-
lampenfabrieken, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. 
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CHAPTER 3 
KINETIC THEORY OF ODMR 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we will derive rate-expressions for the kinetics for 
populating and decay of the electronically excited triplet (sub)states relevant 
for optical detection of magnetic resonance of nonphosphorescing molecules. Part 
of the expressions which are important for our work have been reported in liter-
ature [ 1-3 ] . 
In this study we will emphasize on the effects of T-T absorption, spin-
lattice relaxation (SLR), and high light intensity on kinetic equations. A 
similar study has been carried out by Clarke et at. [4], neglecting SLR. 
Most of the experiments described in Chapters 5-7 are carried out at 4.2 K, 
where spin-lattice relaxation between triplet spinlevels cannot be neglected, 
in particular for in vivo systems; furthermore, for reasons of sensitivity it 
is necessary to employ considerable light intensity for excitation. Under these 
conditions, T-T absorption cannot always be avoided in particular for porphyrins 
and chlorins, which have overlapping S-S and T-T bands. The kinetic equations 
derived in this Chapter provide the necessary framework for understanding the 
experimental results. Auxiliary mathematics which are helpful in deriving and 
understanding the equations are presented in Appendix I. 
3.2 DISTRIBUTION OF MOLECULES OVER ENERGY LEVELS AS A FUNCTION OF LIGHT 
INTENSITY 
Figure 3.2.1 represents the most important energy levels, participating in 
the optical pumping cycle of an OEMR experiment, including both S„ •+ S2 and 
T„ -*• T excitations. For convenience the electronic levels have been numbered 
by^ ,£* = |1> through |6>, such that excitation-, interconversion-, and ISC 
rate constants are given by k ., (£,«.' = 1-6). These constants include both 
radiative and radiationless transitions. Optical excitations take place at a 
rate I(X) kM,n, from state \l> to state |£'> where 1(A) denotes the excitation 
light intensity at wavelength A and n is the population of state \%>; 1(A) and 
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I'(A) are taken to be dimensionless and correspond to SQ -»- S2 and T •> T exci-
tations, respectively. 
Defining the fraction of molecules in each level |1> through [6> by n, 
through n, such that S-, n = 1, the molecular kinetics follow from the set of 
0 Jo-1 x. j 
differential equations for n = -rp£ 
-Ik13 ni + k21 n2 + k41 n4 
-(k21 + k24) n2 + k32 n3 + k52 n5 
Ik,, n, -(k„ + k„l n, + k,, n. 
"32 "35J "63 "6 
ft4 = k 2 4 n 2 - ( k 4 1 + I ' k 4 6 ) n 4 + k 5 4 n 5 + k&4 nfi 
ft5 = k 3 5 n 3 " ( k 5 2 + k 54 } n 5 + k65 n 6 
ft6 = r k 4 6 n 4 " ( k 6 3 + k6S + k 64 } n 6 
da) 
(1b) 
(1c) 
(1d) 
(1e) 
(1f) 
For these differential equations the following assumptions have been made; 
(i) Only one S-S and one T-T excitation is considered; S„ •* S.. excitation 
is disregarded. 
(ii) The triplet state is regarded as a single level, i.e. the presence of 
three spinlevels is ignored. 
(iii) Excitation into vibronic levels is taken to be equivalent to excita-
tion directly into the vibrationless state. 
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Concerning assumption (i), we note that usually kinetics are measured using 
S„ -+ S 7 excitation. As will be subsequently shown, this does not make any differ-
ence for the determination of the kinetic constants of the lowest triplet state. 
Considering the three spinstates of an electronic triplet state as a single 
state, results in simplified kinetic equations. 
Since always 
ft-j, = fti + ftj + ftk (2) 
where n denotes the fraction of the total number of molecules N, occupying the 
spinstate |m> of the electronic triplet state (m = i,j,k) and Oj, defines the 
total fraction of molecules occupying all three spin states |m> (see fig. 3.2.2). 
We can now define an effective decay constant k -„ by writing 
*T = " keff n T + m J k U < - m Pk46 nm (3a) 
*T = fi1Sn\ + fi£zl?4n?-fiI,k46^, (3b) 
Combining (3a) and (3b) defines k rr-
k rr B — I k n (4) 
eff ru, m m m 
where m = i,j,k labels spinstates; Z includes sommation over all triplet spin 
I 
states or singlet states from which the triplet state T„|m> is populated at a 
rate k7. n.; k is the total decay rate constant of the spin state |m>. As will 
be shown in the following, eqns. (1 a-f) can be simplified in this manner. Note 
however, that k
 rJ. cannot be considered to be a molecular constant, since we err 
can change its value by varying the temperature or by applying a resonant micro-
wave field connecting spin levels. 
For high temperature when SLR dominates triplet decay rates 
k « = 1 U (5) 
eff 3 m m *- ' 
We are interested in the change of the fluorescence intensity L and the 
fractional lowest triplet state population ru, (= n«) caused by connecting two 
or three TV, spin levels by resonant microwaves. The expression for L as a 
function of the constants k.% , (£,&' f 4,1) and the variables 1,1', and 
Ic ,, (= k41l for the steady state situation (i.e. n^ = 0(5- = 1-6)) is given by 
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I k 1 3 .k 2 1 .(1-A$f) (k41 * I ' k ^ ^ l + I k1 3 i ' k 4 6 i f T (k24 + A<Dfk2;|I 
I k1 3 (k24 + A*f k21) + (k21 + k24) (k41.+ I ' k ^ n ) 
where If is expressed in number of photons emitted per molecule per second. 
We define 
km km K35 K54 
Ac).. = l — ^ (6a) 
and: 
k km Ad> k"1 km 
K21 K63 ^  f
 +
 K65 K52 -1 
V +k V m + V m + V m "-m -i-m -i'm "> <-i-m -i'm •> n,n ' ^ 
K21 K24 K63 K64 K65 
Ck63+k64+k65Hk54+k52^ 
(6bl 
Defining the fluorescence yield <f>f (S„ ->• S ) as the number of fluorescence 
quanta emitted per second divided by the number of excitations per second for 
the S„ •+ S transition in the absence of T-T absorption (I' = 0], we find 
4>fCs0->s2) - • fCs0^s13 
A
*f = — < o f ( s 0 - s 2 ) ^ 
Aifij. is thus the relative difference in the fluorescence yield for S„ ->• S- and 
S„ -»• S1 excitation caused by ISC directly from S_ -»• T . 
(i>™ is the fraction of T„ •*• T excitations resulting in deactivation through the 
pathways: 
Tn — S2 — S1 * S0> Tn ~r Tm "* S1 * S0> ^  Tn "* S2 ~* Tm ~* S1 * V 
The value of both Aef^  and 4>~j, is between 0 and 1, and depends on the type of 
molecule and its surroundings. 
In deriving (6), two assumptions have been made: 
(i) k21 is purely radiative as found for porphyrins, chlorins, chlorophyll 
and pheophytins [ 5]; 
(ii) the probability for finding a molecule in a state other than S„ or TV is 
taken to be so small that to a high degree of accuracy n.. + n 4 = 1 (see 
Appendix I). 
Eqn (6) is only valid in the absence of energy transfer or photochemical de-
composition. 
As is evident from (6), lf is non-linear in the excitation light intensity I, 
-1 -I but in the absence of T-T absorption there is a linear dependence of 1^ vs I ; 
then 
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k 2 4-+A0 fk 2 1 ^ 1 + k 2 4 1 
xf k21 (1-A<|>£) k41 k21 (1-A*£3 ' T T ^ L8J 
-1 -1 21 + 24 The slope of the linear plot of I,, vs I is given by *-
 ri ., •> i.e. 
* f
1 ( s 0 + s2). 
Figure 3.2.3 represents a plot of the fluorescence intensity If as a function of 
excitation rates Ik.., and I'k.,-, with <f>~j, as a parameter. We have taken h$r to 
be zero and have adopted values for k , which are common to' porphyrin-like 
molecules. These values have been used throughout Chapter 3, so that calculated 
curves in different sections of this Chapter can be compared. 
We will now consider possible spin-effects on the processes involving T-T ab-
sorption and ISC crossing from T|m> to S(v). In the most general case (i), 
(jjjrrj, is spin-dependent and no spin-flip is assumed during the spin-selective 
T„|m> +-• T |m'> T-T absorption- and IC processes. Relaxing the spin-selection 
w.r.t. T Im*> ->• S (v).ISC results in a spin-independent $ ^ and a spin-selective 
T-T process (case ii). Finally, we may conceive that both T |m'> •*• S (v) ISC 
and T-T processes are totally spin-independent (case iii). 
It depends on the type of molecule (through factors such as density of 
states at T , ISC matrix coupling elements, etc.) which of these cases applies. 
For large molecules the most likely case appears to be (iii) because of a 
physical argument: such molecules generally are expected to have relatively 
small ZFS values and short spin state lifetimes of T . Then, lifetime broadening 
of all T spin states removes spin-dependency from T |m'> •*• S (v) and 
T„|m> *-*• T |m'> processes. This means that in all equations following this 
section the index m can be dropped from the equations defining r , and q^ 
(17a,d etc.). 
Fig. 3.2.3 has been calculated for case (ii). It turns out that the results 
obtained for case (i) and (ii) are very similar because of mathematical reasons: 
The yield <t>Tcp for the ISC process T |m> —>• S is given by 
. *m
 =
 KISC (9) 
*ISC " ,m
 + km 
^ISC KIC 
Clearly, when k ^ « k^ cr> where k^ L-, is the rate constant for ISC from T |m > 
to S (v), and k ™ is the rate constant for IC from T |m> to TJm>, (fi™ = 1 and 
spin-independent. This situation corresponds to curve a in fig. 3.2.3. In the 
other extreme, i.e. k1?,, » k'lLp we have no noticeable ISC from T' |m> to S , then 
fy-ron - 0 and again we have a spin-independent case. The intermediate situation 
could give rise to different results depending on whether we take $r^ to be 
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Figure 3.2.4. 
Reciprocal plot of the fluorescence 
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dependent on spin or not. We have carried out a calculation, assuming that the 
ratio's between k ™ for different spinlevels T |m> is equal to the ratio's for 
the k , describing the ISC process Tn|m> — • S„. 
Furthermore, it was assumed in this calculation that IC rate constants were 
spin-independent. It turns out that curve b of fig. 3.2.3 is almost insensitive 
for inclusion of the abovementioned spin-effects. 
A final comment on the boundary conditions of fig. 3.2.3 should be made. For all 
calculations - and this holds throughout Chapter 3 - we are at low enough excita-
tion rates, so that induced singlet emission can be excluded. 
For the compounds in which we are interested, the triplet yield is relatively 
high, and the radiative decay rate for the process T„ -*• S„ is very small. 
Stimulated emission from T„ does not have to be considered. 
Saturation phenomena readily occur, however, as is apparent from curve c in 
fig. 3.2.3. This curve reflects the build-up of triplet-population at increasing 
S0 •* S_ excitation rate, even in the presence of T-T absorption proceeding at 
the same rate. Saturation occurs because there is no possibility for ISC from 
highly excited triplet states. 
As soon as the latter process is allowed, no saturation occurs anymore, at least 
in the regime which is of interest to us. 
A plot of I.p~ vs. (Ik.,)" is presented in fig. 3.2.4 using the same parameters 
as in fig. 3.2.3; we note that no linear plot is obtained when T-T absorption 
is included and 0 < (j>™ < (j)^  (curve b]. Furthermore we obtain a linear reciprocal 
plot which does not pass through the origin when <j>„_ = 0 or when T-T absorption 
is absent. Experimentally we may meet three situations if we make a reciprocal 
-1 -1 I_c vs. I plot: 
A linear plot as represented by fig. 3.2.4c allows one to conclude that either 
L * 0 ; no conclusion about T-T absorption is possible 
or 
(ji™ f 0 ; T-T absorption absent. 
In both cases the triplet state kinetics are not affected by T-T absorption, as 
will be shown in the next section. 
If one finds a reciprocal plot of the type shown in fig. 3.2.4b, one may 
conclude that 
0 < <!>,-„ < <j>. ; T-T absorption present 
whereas curve a corresponds to 
(jj.pr = <f>f ; T-T absorpt ion p r e s e n t . 
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Physically, the latter situation corresponds to a 1001 effective ISC process 
i 
T —->• S (<J>TSC = 11, so that all molecules which are excited into higher triplet 
states, are transferred to the singlet manifold. 
From the abovementioned results, it is evident that a reciprocal plot of 
-1 -1 I.p vs. (Ik..,} (where Ik... is proportional to the experimental excitation 
light intensity) is helpful in deciding whether there is an effect of T-T 
absorption on the triplet state kinetics. Another useful piece of information 
can be extracted from a non-zero value of I J" at infinite excitation rate, i.e. 
_i t 
at (Ik..,) = 0 , and the slope of the (linear) plot. We will show that these 
-1 data allow an absolute scaling of experimental reciprocal plots of If vs. 
_] t 
(Ik..,) in terms of number of emissions or excitations per molecule per second, 
provided the values of <l>Top> <f>f and k.. are known. (Usually, it is sufficient to 
know only <j>j- and k..., since <t>r *v1 ~ ^ T ^ ^or m a ny compounds.) 
From eqn. (8) it follows that for (Ik..,)" = 0 
-1 _ k24 + A*fk21 
Zf " k21k41(1 - A*fl [10] 
As follows from eqns (18) and (22) in Appendix I, i/" can also be expressed as 
v 1 = *isc*f"1k4r1 (11> 
for (Ik^) - 1 = 0 
-1 From eqn. (11) it is clear that the experimental values of I,, (expressed in a 
"1 
reciprocal signal amplitude, usually (Volts) ) can be expressed in (nunfcer of 
-1 **1 «-1 
emissions per molecule per second) . From the slope of I,- vs. (Ik..,) we may 
also obtain an absolute scaling of the (Ik.,)" axis. 
In fact all excitation and emission rates are expressed relative to the measur-
able triplet decay rate k.... 
A second relevant parameter is the total T„ population n. as a function of 
I, I' and k..: we find (see Appendix I) 
I k ^ (k24 + A<}>fk21) 
I k n (k24 + A*fk21) • (k21 + k 2 4) (k41 + I' k46 $^.1 
n 4 = L? ^L 1^1 _ (12) 
Figure 3.2.5 represents the dependence of the fractional T_ population on the 
rate of excitation under different conditions (curves a-c). Again, in all cases 
we have allowed T-T absorption to occur. In curve c, however, there is no 
possibility of ISC from a higher excited triplet state, resulting in a rather 
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high fractional Tn population (n.) under steady state conditions and high 
excitation rate. In the limit of infinite excitation rate, n. approaches 1, 
i.e. all states except T„ are depleted and almost all molecules are transferred 
to T_. If ISC from T or T is allowed, n. drops of course. Saturation of TQ 
is observed in all three cases, as is evident from fig. 3.2.6, where we have 
plotted n. vs. R . Note also that curve c in fig. 3.2.6 is linear whereas a 
and b are not. 
As a final point regarding fig. 3.2.5 we observe that n. continuously increases 
with R . As we will see in section 3.3 this is not necessarily so for the 
steady-state populations of the individual spinlevels of Tn> 
3.3 EFFECTS OF T-T ABSORPTION, SLR, AND LIGHT INTENSITY ON TRIPLET STATE 
KINETICS 
3,3.1 General theory 
In this section we will demonstrate how the time dependence of the popula-
tions of the three triplet spin states can be detected via changes in the 
fluorescence intensity induced by microwaves. Similar studies have been publish-
ed by van Dorp et al. [ 1 ] and Clarke et at. [ 3]. We pay particular attention to 
the influence of T-T absorption as well as spin lattice relaxation (SLR) in the 
presence of a relatively high optical excitation rate on triplet state kinetics. 
The relevant pathways for excitation, decay, ISC and relaxation and their para-
meters have been presented in figs. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. 
Let us follow the fase of a molecule, residing in the spin state |m> of 
the lowest triplet state T„ and subjected to SLR, T-T absorption, and ISC at the 
level T |m'> — • S (v). Spin-lattice relaxation tends to transfer molecules from 
n' n^
 J r 
spin states T„|m> preferentially to states T„|m'> with lower ZFS energy, until 
Boltzmann equilibrium is reached: then n, > n. > n-. If heating occurs, due to 
Stokes-losses in a solid host with a low heat conductivity, increasing the 
intensity of the exciting light may result in a rise in temperature and an in-
crease in SLR rates. Thus, one may approach Boltzmann-equilibrium by increasing 
the exciting light intensity. 
As will be shown in section 3.4.1 T-T absorption followed by ISC, both from 
T |m> to S (v) and from S.. to TJm'> results in a transfer of molecules from the 
least active level (having the smallest populating rate constant for the 
S1 — • Tn|m> process (see 17a-d)) to the more active levels, when the exciting 
light intensity is increased. For photosynthetic pigments and aromatic molecules, 
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this implies depletion of the lowest spin-state with increasing exciting light 
intensity. 
Finally, if no T |m> — > S (v) ISC or SLR occurs, there may still be trans-
fer of molecules from TJm> to Tn|m'> under the action of light by T„-T absorp-
tion, if we assume that the higher excited triplet state T is life tine 
broadened (case iii, section 3.2). Then we have complete loss of spin-memory in 
T . By returning to Tg, the molecule, which has started in T,Jm>;may end up in 
any spin state |m'> of T» with equal probability, thus equalizing populations 
of all three spin states of T„. There are few experimental data 6 allowing 
one to decide which of these mechanisms is the most significant one. Zero-field 
OEMR may be an attractive means to settle this question, which appears to be 
very important for photochemical studies. If SLR becomes dominant at increasing 
exciting light intensity, we predict for photosynthetic pigments that D+E and 
D-E signal amplitudes vanish after changing sign from negative to positive 
(section 3.4.2, fig. 3.4.2.1 and Chapter 6}. With TQ -*- Tn followed by Tn ---»• Sn(v) 
we predict a considerable increase of signal amplitudes with increasing light 
intensity for the D+E and D-E transitions. With only T„|m> -«-*- T|m'> processes, 
allowing spin-flip, but no T |m'> —»• S 00, we expect the D+E and D-E signal 
amplitudes to approach zero without changing sign, with increasing exciting 
light intensity. Thus, it appears, that ODMR provides a means to distinguish 
between these rather subtly different cases. 
Before describing the kinetics of triplet spinstates |m> (m=i,j,k} in more 
detail, we make the following assumptions: 
(i) If molecules are excited from the lowest triplet state TQ to any higher 
lying triplet state T , or when molecules in T return to T~ by inter-
conversion there occurs no change of spin direction, i.e. the excitation 
and decay processes can be expressed as T„|m> -»- T |m>. As has been noted 
before, this condition can be further relaxed by assuming life time 
broadening of T |m> states, wiping out all spin dependence of T -»• S and 
T *-y 1 processes. 
(ii) Without further approximations, a description of the excited state kinetics 
of a molecule including T„ •> T and S„ -> S2 absorption, as well as 
T — * S0, T —»• S1f S, —»• T„, S, — + T , and Tn — * Sn ISC processes and n 2 ' m 1' I 0 ' 2 m' 0 U r 
radiationless transitions within the singlet- and triplet manifolds, would 
involve at least 12 coupled differential equations. 
Therefore, we make a further simplifying assumption by noting that the life-
times of SQ and TQ|m> are at least four orders of magnitude larger than those 
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of all other states. This means that we may take all k , except k.,,,k.,
 ? 
and kv1 (m = i,j,k) as infinite; k., does not carry a spin^index m, 
because of assumption (i). In Appendix I it is shown that the abovementioned 
approximation is justified. 
The yields <j>£0), ^ sc^^» ^ W > ^ isc^-* and ^TT^^ are defined in Appendix I, 
Furthermore we define 
*ISC« E & *ISCW 03) 
and note that for most tetrapyrrole pigments the relation 
*l£c + *fto*1 04) 
is valid. 
In the absence of photochemistry, and assuming (14) to be valid, the following 
relation can be shown to hold: 
j j , <t>™c«0 + 4 > T T W + *nW = 1 05) 
Triplet state kinetics are not expected to be affected by taking the lifetime 
of all states except those of Sn and T„|m> to be zero, provided that the quantum-
yields defined in Appendix I are kept constant. This also implies that 
n.. + n.a* 1, i.e. on a time-scale relevant for our measurements {y kT, sec), the 
populations of all other states except T„ and Sn can be neglected. 
For the general relations between these yields and the kinetic constants 
k ,, we also refer to Appendix I. 
With the aforementioned assumption, the kinetics of the four states 
S0,T0|i>,TJj>, and T„|k> are described by the set of coupled differential 
equations: 
ft = - {k + ,S w , + (1 - <Jw) I ' k , , } n 
m m m'fm mm' v rTT" 46 m 
,m'm + r k 4 6 f i ' *ISC V + m'£m V m V 
+ Ik13*?SCn1 ( 1 6 a ] 
and 
ft1 = I *m + P k46 *fV nm " Ik13 *ISC n1 (16bl 
Eqns. (16a,b) can be rewritten using physically significant rates 
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Vn' " I K46 ^ ISC 
Pm E k13 *ISC 
p 
% 
tint 
m m 
-= T k46 <1 
I in 
(17a) 
(17b) 
(17c) 
(17d) 
ft =-(k + , S w , + I q ) n + 
m v m m'fm mm' nnr m 
m' m m m m fm m m m ml 
and 
(18a) 
(18b) A1 ' & OSn + I,k46 *fP nm " IP n1 
For all eqns. (16a,b), (17), and (18a,b) m,m' = i,j,k. 
We can give the following meaning to the rates r . , P , and a : r , is 
the rate constant of the process by which molecules are transferred by TQ|m> -> 
T |m> excitation from spinlevel T„|m> to Tn|m'> via ISC to and from the singlet 
manifold; P is the populating rate constant for formation of the spinlevel 
TQ |m> by excitation S„ •*• S2 and ISC from the singlet manifold, and q is the 
rate constant for the process by which molecules are transferred from the 
TQ|m> state to the singlet manifold via T |m>. 
Eqns. (18a,b) can be solved using the expression 
AH 
where 
ni 
(19) 
(20) 
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and 
A E 
itf. .+w., +Iq.-
I J i k Hi 
•w. . - I r . . 
iJ iJ 
•
w i k " I r i k 
.'
I,k46*lr 
-Ir-• -w . . - I r . . 11 n J i 
k.+w. -+w., +Iq.-J J i Jk Mj 
-
W jk- I r jk 
-
k j - I , k46*fT 
- I r . . 
-
w ki~ I r ki " I P i 
- k j - ^ k j " I P j 
Vwki+wkj+IvIrkk -ipk 
-kk-rk464 IP 
(21) 
Since all excitation- and deactivation pathways form closed cycles, the sum of 
each column in A vanishes and A has an eigenvalue equal to zero. Then, the 
solutions of (19) are given by 
n v (t) = a^ + a^ e 1 + a^ e 2 + a^ e 3 (22) 
where v = i,j,k, or 1, and X (p=1,2,3) are representing the non-zero eigenvalues 
of A. 
We are interested in the values of A and the steady state solutions of 
(19). Before presenting these values it is important to note that we can distin-
guish three different conditions: 
(i) No microwaves resonant with any transition between spinlevels T„|m> 
are present; this situation is denoted as the 'free system' (FS). 
(ii) Saturating microwaves are present inducing transitions between one 
pair of spinlevels of T,.. This situation can also be described by 
replacing one set of relaxation rate constants w „ . and w , by 
r &
 mm' m'm
 J 
w,^, + b , and w . + b . , respectively; b . = b . is the rate 
mm' mm' m'm m'm' r ' m m mm 
constant for transitions between spin states |m> and |m'> induced by 
a microwave field. Under saturating conditions we may seek solutions 
in the limit b . -»- °°. We denote this situation as a 'single resonance 
mm' ° 
system' (SRS). 
(iii) The solution for the situation where two pairs of spin levels are 
connected by saturating microwaves can be found analogously to case 
(ii). We denote this situation as a 'double resonance system' (DRS). 
The cases (i) through (iii) will be discussed below in sections 3.3.2 through 
3.3.4 and their subparagraphs. 
For each case we may choose our remaining conditions - presence or absence of 
T-T absorption and/or SLR, low or high light intensity - in several ways, as 
summarized in Table I. 47 
Table I. Guide for sections 3.3.2 - 3.3.4. 
I II III IV V VI VII 
TT ' + + + 0 + 0 Q 
SLR ^  + + 0 + 0 + 0 
L ^ + 0 + + 0 0 + 
a) + and 0 denote the presence and absence of T-T absorption and/or spin-lattice 
relaxation, respectively. 
b) + and 0 denote the inclusions of the light-dependence and the limit of I •> 0, 
respectively. 
For cases VI and VII we can refer to published expressions [ 1-3]. The 
previously reported results follow from the general solution (case I) by sub-
stituting 1 = 0 (case VI) and w . = q = r , = 0 (case VII) into (21). Cases 
& v J
 mm1 Mm mm' ^
 x
 v
 ' 
II and V are irrelevant, since taking I -»• 0 eliminates T-T absorption as well. 
We will treat the remaining cases I, III, and IV in the following sections. 
3.3.2 The free system (FS) 
Since one of the eigenvalues of A in (21) equals zero, we want to apply a 
similarity-transformation [ 7] so that the transformed matrix contains one 
row of zero's. Then, the 3 x 3 part of this matrix which is necessary for calcu-
lating the non-zero eigenvalues, is given by 
k.+w. .+w., +I(P.+q.-r-.) -w. .+I(P.-r •.) -w, •+I(P--r1 -•) l ij lk *• l Mi in/ 31 "• 1 ji/ ki *• 1 kiJ 
-Wy+KPj-ry) y w ^ w ^ + K y q ^ ) -wkj+I(Pfrkj) 
-
wik+I(Yrik) -wjk+I^Vrjk^ Vwki+wkj+ICPk+Vrkk^ 
A non-oscillating solution of the eigenvalues of A' is obtained under the 
condition that 
.1. A.'. A'-. - A!. A!- < i ( ? A - - ) 2 (24) 
i<j n 11 i j i i 3 Kl n J v J 
where A!. are elements of ^'; the eigenvalues of A' are given by 
c 
A1 = 2 /-q cos 1 « - 3^ (25a) 
and 
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A' = (23) 
1 c2 + . 1 \7 , = - /-q cos -7 a - T— — /-3q sin ?• a (25b,c} 
where A.. > A2 > A, 
2 
_
 C1 C2 q = 3- - g- (26a) 
r s J. (Clc2 - 3cQ) - ly c* (26b) 
a = arccos ( 5-) (26c) 
A q 3 
and c0 E det 4' (27a) 
c, E .1. (A!. A!. - A.'. A!.) (27b) 
c2 E Tr A' (27c) 
The solutions given by (25a-c) are exact provided we may assume that the 
populations of all levels except S„ and T„ can be neglected on a timescale 
comparable to the lifetime of T„, which is in the msec range for the compounds 
which we have studied. 
Bqns. (25-27) are not very helpful when we want to have a quick idea about the 
behaviour of A as a function of the relevant parameters. Therefore, we use a 
perturbation approach in order ta obtain simpler expressions in the limit 
Ik13 * 0 and I*k46 •+ 0. 
As long as non-diagonal elements of A/ are small compared to the difference 
between diagonal elements we may write in a good approximation for the eigen-
values of A' 
A. =k- +w. . +w., + I (P. +q. - r..) 1 1 IJ lk *• 1 Mi n J 
[w-. + I (P. - r..)][w.. + I(P. - r. .)] 
^ - k.)
 + (wik - wkj) + I (P. - P. + q. - q. + r.. - Tj.) 
,
 [wki + I^i- rki^^i k +I(P k-r i k)] 
(\ - \ ) • (w. . - wjk) + I (P. - Pk + q. - qk + r.. - r^) (28) 
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and similiar expressions for A. and X, , where we have assumed w , = w , where 
j K7 mm' m'm 
m,m' = i,j,k; this means that we still have an isotropic relaxation whereas the 
small Boltzmann factor is neclected. In the limit Ik., •*• 0 where w , = 0 and 
13 mm 
a = 0 A = k . in m m 
From these expressions it is evident that in the absence of T-T effects (a = 0, 
r , = 0) the slope of A(I) for 1 = 0 approaches P . It is important to note 
that as soon as a = 0 for m = i,j,k all r , vanish as follows from (17a,d) and 
the sumrule (14) in Appendix I, and the roots become independent of T-T absorp-
tion, whether T-T absorption is present or not. Physically this means that the 
measured decay constants only depend on T-T absorption when ISC from the excited 
triplet state to the singlet manifold can occur. 
Bqn..(28) is valid in the region of low excitation rates: with the set of para-
meters used throughout this Chapter, this region is limited to Ik-.,^  70 sec" . 
Figs. 3.3.2.1-3.3.2.3 represent a collection of calculated curves A (\i=>'\,2,3] 
vs. I with various choices of parameters corresponding to cases I, III, and IV 
of table I. For all curves we have taken the same parameters as used in figs. 
3.2.3-3.2.6. For further details we refer to the figure captions. 
Fig. 3.3.2.1 represents the most general case (case I) for the free system. We 
have plotted A (p=1,2,3) in the order X1 > A9 > A, as a function of excitation 
y _i i _ & J __i 
rate R for w = 100 sec (w , = w) and 5 ™ =0.2. The cases w = 100 sec , 
ex mm ±1 
(ji™ = 0 or 0.4 have been omitted from this figure, since the behaviour of the 
roots A can be easily derived by comparison with figs. 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3. 
Generally, our results allow the following conclusions: 
a) In the absence of T-T absorption, independent of the presence of SLR, the 
largest root continuously increases with R (at high R A1(R ) is 
linear), whereas the middle and smallest roots (A2, A,) asymptotically 
approach a plateau at high values of R . 
b) In the presence of T-T absorption effects all roots continuously increase 
with R , with (fig. 3.3.2.1) or without SLR (fig. 3.3.2.2.). 
In the presence of both T-T absorption and w = 100 sec" it appears that at high 
excitation rates a crossing of A1 and A2 may occur. This crossing is not shown 
in fig. 3.3.2.1, but may be anticipated from the relative slopes of A-, ahd A2 
vs. R . 
ex 
Fig. 3.3.2.2 represents a less general, but more easily understandable situation: 
T-T absorption is present but no SLR. Apart from the trends already observed in 
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the previous figure, we note also that with increasing $ ™ all slopes approach 
the same value. This is not unexpected since we have assumed that no spin-effects 
are present in the process TQ -»• T — • S * (see section 3.2). Whereas this did 
not lead to significant effects on the 1^ vs. R curves (figs. 3.2.3 and 
3.2.4) the neglect of spin-effects can be significant for the shape of the 
X vs. Rgx curves, i.e. the slopes of X.., X~, and X, can be different if we 
allow spin-effects to occur in $~. Due to lack of data we have not pursued 
this case. 
There is a clear message in the curves of fig. 3.3.2.2 - and also in fig. 
3.3.2.3 - which is valid independent of the assumption of a spin-independent 
$£T> In the presence of T-T absorption (or SLR) the slopes of the X vs. R 
curves do not represent a straightforward measure of the populating rates of 
the individual spin levels. This straightforward relation only holds when no 
SLR or T-T effects are present in the limit I -»• 0, as has been shown in our 
discussion of the matrix A1, eqn. (23). 
In fig. 3.3.2.3 a plot is presented of X vs. R (y=1,2,3) for w = 0 
(Xp X2, X3) and w = 100 (X], X'2, X£. 
There are two striking features; 
a) as has already been observed before, the largest root (X.,) keeps increasing 
with increasing R , whereas the other roots become independent of R ; 
b) at high excitation rates XI approaches X.,, in contrast with the behaviour 
of the other two roots. 
The properties a) and b) can be understood as follows: 
The matrix A' of eqn. (24) takes the form 
A' = 
ki + 2w + 
-w + IP. 
J 
-w
 + IPk 
IP. 
l 
-w + IPi 
k- + 2w + IP. 
-w
 + IPk 
-w + IPi 
-w + IP. 
J 
kk + 2w + IPk 
(29) 
if we take w . = w, i.e. SLR is assumed to be isotropic, 
mm ' r 
Via a similarity transformation all large terms containing I can be transferred 
to the diagonal of A": 
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A " = — 
= P 
(P j + P k ) 
1 
"
P k 
r e s u l t i n g in 
A" = 
* 
k-CP.+R )+k.P. i v J kJ j 1 
P 
-P . - P . 
I I 
1 1 
- P k ( P - P j ) 
• 4' • 
1 P i 0 
-1 P. -1 
0 Pk 1 
+ 3w 
k . - k . 
i J 
P 
Ckj-1 
I 
C.)Pi 
i / k 
> 
P .P .Ck. -kO+P-PvCk. -kJ ! (k.+k, ) 
1 1 1 -\l 1 k V 1 K1 ^ . , „ n-v ' 3 * 
•*- p - — + (3P i-P}w —-^p 
(30) 
k .P.+k.P.+k,P, ! k , - k . i i J J k k i k j 
P n ! P 
P i P k ^ k " kO+P-PvC^-k . ] iJ j k^ k •}' 
P 
! k 
- + (3Pk-P)vij -
i (P-+P-) Y~ I y 
P 
+ k i P k J K
 + 3w 
(31) 
We note several interesting features in A": 
Firstly, there is only one element containing a dependence on Is namely A!-,',. The 
value of A~2 approaches the measured value at high excitation rates, since all 
off-diagonal elements are independent of I, only contain differences of decay 
constants, and thus are expected to be small. 
By contrast, the elements AV.. and A',' are independent of I and thus we have 
demonstrated that one root (i.e. one measured decay constant) varies linearly 
with I at high excitation rate, whereas the other two reach a plateau. The 
asymptotic values of A. and A, are given by 
k (P
 + P ) + P k 
A2 = Ai .= X J p 5-J- + 3w (32a) 
and 
A3 " Xk 
k, (P-+P.) + P,k. 
3w (32b) 
This is borne out by the simulated curves A„, \l and A,, Ai in fig. 3.3.2.3. 
The linearly extrapolated value of A, = A- for I -»• 0 is given by taking 1 = 0 
in J 
*22: . 
Aj (I - 01 
2k P 
m m m 
P (32c) 
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Note that the intersection of A. (dashed line in figure 3.3.2.3} with the 
vertical axis is not equal to k.. This, of course, is due to the contribution 
of non-diagonal terms to A. in the limit I •+ 0. 
Finally, we note from A/' that the presence of SLR, proceeding at a rate w, 
adds exactly 3w to the measured value of A. and A, in the plateau region of 
fig. 3.3.2.3, whereas the value of A. is not affected for high excitation rates 
by the presence of SLR. 
This explains why the curves of the largest root (A., in fig. 3.3.2.31 with and 
without SLR approach each other at high excitation rate. 
One may wonder why the largest root (A.. = A.} behaves differently from the other 
two, as is evident from A/'. As is clear from the form of A^ 'o? this element is 
insensitive for permutation of i, j and k. The off-diagonal elements, however, 
are changed by such permutation. By taking a similarity-transformation the 
element Al2, which was assumed to be the largest element of A/, does not 
change position. By doing this, we also ascertain that the off-diagonal terms 
make a minimal contribution. 
Finally, we want to make some comments: firstly, on the existence of 
complex eigenvalues of A', resulting in fluorescence- and population-oscillations, 
and secondly, on the existence of T •+• S (v) ISC. 
' n n 
Oscillations may occur, if 
. 1 . (A!. A!- - A!. A!-l > I (I A- - } 2 (33) 
This can only occur when A! • A'., is negative, thus when non-diagonal elements at 
opposite positions have different signs. Therefore it is necessary that 
I(P - r , ) has the opposite sign of I(P . - r . ) . Since in general 
m m nr
 cc
 &
 m mm' ° 
Pmm- = I-^f C1-*?r) Pm, (34) 
one of the abovementioned non-diagonal terms can be negative if 
P k 4 6
 (1 - «,*) PmI > P< (35a) 
or 
I k — V.. Typ! *m , *m 
(1 - ((>'" ) P > P (35b 1 
*•
 rTTJ m m 
This means I'k., > Ik.., in order to satisfy this condition. Secondly, (fi™. must 
be different from (j)™ in order to obtain oscillation-behaviour. Therefore 
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oscillation may only occur in molecules with high spin-selective ISC rates for 
the processes T or T — • S when the T-T excitation rates are larger than the 
S-S excitation rates. W.r.t. T -+ S O ) ISC Keller 8,9 has shown this process 
n n
 -f> 
to occur for a limited number of compounds, but with a very low yield (< 10 ). 
This does not imply, that such a process cannot be important for compounds with 
strong T-T absorption and/or with a large number of hetero-atoms, such as in 
photosynthetic pigments. In addition, Keller performed his measurements on 
relatively low-lying excited triplet states. In triplet ODMR studies on photo-
synthetic pigments one should be aware, however, of the fact that excitation in 
the 400 nm region excites T„ to T~(v) or higher. Then, ISC coupling to the 
singlet manifold may be much more effective than in Keller's case. It is inter-
esting to note, that Keller's results suggest that the S (v) -*• T process is 
much less important than the reverse pathway. This implies that we can still 
assume A<J>f in eqn. (6) to vanish, whereas (|>™ (eqn. (9)) is non-zero. 
3.3.3 Single resonance system (SRS) 
In this Section we will treat the case, where two spinlevels are connected 
by resonant microwave radiation. The parameters used for the calculation of 
kinetic constants A under various conditions (presence or absence of T-T 
absorption and/or SLR) are the same as in the previous Section. The expressions 
in this Section for A have been derived assuming the presence of a saturating 
microwave field, i.e. a field of such amplitude that the transition rate constant 
b , » k , k ., resulting in dn /db , = dn ,/db , = 0. This means that a 
mm' m' m " 6 m' mm' m " mm' 
further increase of b , which is linearly dependent on microwave power does not 
lead to a change of the populations n and n , of the connected spinlevels |m> 
and |m'>. 
Furthermore, we assume that b , = b . , implying that we have excluded the 
' mm' m m ' r '
 b 
possibility of population inversion between levels |m> and |m'> by application 
of a very strong microwave field. This case has been treated by Schmidt [ 12] . 
There are two methods in use for the determination of decay constants A 
(u = i,j,k), which we will denote as method I, devised by van Dorp et al. [1] 
and method II used by Clarke et al. [3]. Both methods are essentially different; 
in method I a microwave pulse (short compared with the smallest A" 1 disturbs 
the steady-state populations of a pair of spinlevels connected by the resonant 
pulse. After termination of this pulse, the s- stem behaves as a free system and 
decays back to the original situation, the t:' jdependence of this process 
revealing the various decay constants of T„ spinlevels through the timedependent 
fluorescence-intensity. 
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In method II a long microwave pulse (long as compared with the value of 
2(k- + k, ) if |j> and |k> are the connected levels] is applied to the sample 
and lAt) is measured just after applying the pulse as well as at long time 
after the microwave field has been switched off. 
The advantage of method I is its independence of the presence of saturating 
microwaves: any disturbance, saturating or not, will cause the desired effect; 
its disadvantage is the possible occurrence of triple exponentials (see Section 
3.3.2) in Ijrft), which are cumbersome for computer fitting. 
The advantage of method II is the less complicated time-dependence of I^(t): 
at most there are two exponentials present in the lAt] curve just after the 
microwave-field has been switched on. One is much more dependent on the 
condition of sufficient saturation, however. A considerable amplitude of micro-
wave radiation is needed to ascertain such saturation. A test of maximum 
saturation from a constant amplitude of the zero-field resonance signal with 
increasing microwave-amplitude seems to be a rather primitive criterion. One can 
show (see Section 3.3.S ) that undersaturation can result in measured decay 
constants which deviate from their values under saturating conditions. 
We can transform A' (see Section 3.3.2) via a properly chosen similarity 
transformation, so that all terms containing the microwave rate constant b , 
° mm' are on the diagonal of the transformed matrix. From the three eigenvalues A V' 
one contains terms with b , and thus approaches an infinite value in the limit 
mm
 rc 
b , -»• «>; the other two are the eigenvalues calculated for the remaining 2 x 2 
matrix. These A 's are sufficiently accurate as long as all terms in Ai.,<, are 
small compared to b ,. With a microwave field connecting levels |j> and jk>, mm Acne is given by 
k . + I ( P . + q - - r . -)+wT l v l i^ n1 I 
=SRS 
- ^
r i i + r i k > + I P r * w I 
• I ( r . . + r , . -P . -P 1 ) -w T |{k.+k,+wT+I(2P.+2P,+q. 
v
 j i ki j k-1 I 2 j k I j k M j 
+ V r kj - r jk" r j j - r kk ) } 
(36) 
where 
w T = w. . + W-i I IJ lk w.. + w, . ji ki (37) 
-AE/kT The second equality is only true if e •** 1, where AE amounts to the energy 
difference between spin-states. At 4.2k and a typical AE of 0.03 cm , the 
difference |e ' -1|«*0.01. As long as relaxation does dominate other kinetic 
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processes in T , the approximation (37} does not have any significant effect on 
the calculated value of A . 
y 
Note that all terms with indices jk or kj have disappeared from ACDC since these 
terms correspond to processes parallel to the microwave transition containing 
b., or b, . terms, which are taken to be infinite. 
(38) 
(39a) 
(39b) 
(39c) 
d = J {^ • kk + Wj + I(q. + qk + 2Pj + 2Pk • rkj + rjk 
" rjj " r^)} (39d) 
When the term a-d is small and be is negative (|bc|> -—-J— and bc<0) we obtain 
complex roots; physically this means that the populations of the excited states 
of the molecule oscillate in time. For a given molecule, the oscillation 
frequency is a function of the exciting light intensity and is given by 
a> = -(a-d)2-4bc (40) 
For microwave transitions between levels |i> and |j> or |i> and |k> the 
solutions are obtained by permutation of levels in eqns. (36-39). 
With the set of parameters ( k . P . w , , q , r ,) used in our SRS calculations r
 m m mm'' nm mm 
the results of which are shown in figs. 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 we do not meet the 
oscillatory situation. 
The curves shown in these figures represent the eigenvalues of ^ ' (eqn. 23) 
with w., = wk- = 10 sec" thereby simulating a D + E transition (fig. 3.3.3.1) 
and with w., = w,. = 10 sec" , simulating a D - E transition (fig. 3.3.3.2). 
We will discuss for each of these transitions the situations w = 0, q = 0 
and w = 100, q = 0, where q = q- = q- = qk. Figures 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 also 
contain simulated curves of A (I) in the presence of T-T absorption effects. 
Since these curves (nrs. 3, 4, 7, and 8 of figs. 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2, corre-
sponding to w = 0, q=0.5 and w = 100, q = 0.5) do not show any remarkable 
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Fig. 3.3.3.1 Calculated decay rate constants X_ (1-4) and A+ (5-8) as a 
function of R e x for the single resonance system (D+E transition). Choice of 
parameters: 
w=0, q=0 (1,5); w=100 sec" , q=0 (2,6); w=0, q=0.5 (3,7); w=100 sec"1, q=0.5 
(4,8). Choice of remaining parameters as in figs. 3.2.3 and 3.3.2.1. 
1500 
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200 400 600 800 1000 
Fig. 3.3.3.2 As previous figure, for D-E transi t ion. 
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behaviour as compared with the similar situation of the free system (figs. 
3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.3), we will not discuss these curves in further detail. 
Referring to fig. 3.3.3.1 curves 1 and 5, we note that in this case spinlevels 
|i> and |k> have been connected by saturating microwaves following method II. 
This results in a maximum of two different values for A for each excitation-
V 
rate, denoted with A+ as in eqn. (39). Experimentally, of course, one measures 
a composite timedependence AIf(t) in principle containing two exponentials. It 
is helpful to make use of the amplitude of both exponentials since in general 
one of both is dominating, so that a single exponential analysis is sufficient. 
The amplitudes of the exponentials exp(-A+t) and exp(-A t), where A+ and 
A_ are given in (39), are given by 
AIf(t) ^  An^ . 
= e"A+t ( e + h H ^ - O " (f+g)(n°-n:) 
-A t 
+ e ' -(f+h)(n° - i£) + (e+g)(n° - n~) (41) 
Where 
e = I + l(a - d) [(a - d ) 2 + 4bc]~* (42a) 
f = -I + 2(a - d) [ (a - d ) 2 + 4bc]~* (42b) 
g = -b [(a - d ) 2 + 4bc]"^ (42c) 
h = c [(a - d ) 2 + 4bc]~* (42d) 
and a, b, c, and d are the elements of ^ cRc as defined in (39), 
If a - d > 0, n+ is the population of the non-connected level (e.g. n- for a 
D - E transition, connecting |j> and |k>); n_ is the sum of the populations of 
the connected levels. If a - d < 0, the labels + and - of n and n are reversed 
w.r.t. the previous situation. 
Continuing our discussion of curves 1 and 5 of fig. 3.3.3.1, we find that at 
I -*- 0, only the exponential with A_ = i(k- + k, ) is present, where as the 
exponential with A+ = k. has a vanishing amplitude. Thus for low excitation 
light intensity the smallest eigenvalue (A_) represented by curve 1 in fig. 
3.3.3.1 is the only one which is found from a computer-simulation of AI^(t). 
For high excitation light intensity, however, the amplitude of the exponential 
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with A+ is at least 10 times larger than that of the exponential with X^. This 
implies that at high excitation rates A+ represented by curve 5 in fig, 3.3.3J 
is dominating in AIr(t}. 
Thus, a curve fitting of AI_p(t) at low light intensity for the D + E transition, 
using a single exponential, yields a reliable value of |(k. + k,), but not of k.. 
I K j 
Considering curves 2 and 6 in fig. 3.3.3.1 with an SLR rate constant 
w = 100 sec" , again we find that at low excitation rates the exponential with 
A_ is strongly dominating the exponential with A+. At high excitation rates, 
however, the amplitude of the exponential with A+ is ^  10 times larger than that 
of the exponential with A_. 
It can be shown, that at I = 0 the contribution of SLR to the observed 
value of A_ = |(k. + k, ) is very small as compared to the contribution to A+. 
This fortunate circumstance can be explained when considering expression (38) 
at I = 0 and writing out the full expressions for a, b, c, and d. Then we find 
A_ (I = 0) = 1 k. + ^•Cki + kk) + | w -\J{k. - ^ (kj + kk) +lw} 2 + 2w2 (43) 
3 
A quadratic term in w under the square root cancels with -j w, whereas the 
remaining contribution of w consists of crossterms containing no higher powers 
i 
of w than w2. 
Fig. 3.3.3.2 represents the dependence of the eigenvalues A+ and A^ on I 
when levels |j> and |k> are connected by saturating microwaves, i.e. the D-E 
transition is saturated. The behaviour of curves 1, 5, 2, and 6 is completely 
analogous to those discussed before for the D+E transition: without SLR, the 
exponential with A_ (curve 1) is exclusively present at I = 0, yielding 
|(k- + k ) . At high I curve 5 takes over with A+. For curves 2 and 6 we have 
similar behaviour, except for a less dominating role of A+ at high excitation 
rates as compared with fig. 3.3.3.1, curves 2 and 6. 
Also for the D-E transition the contribution of w turns out to be small for 
A_ at I = 0, as compared to its contribution to A+. 
What do we expect to find when we try a single exponential curve fitting 
to AIf(t) as obtained from experiment? For both D-E and D+E transitions, such 
fitting is predicted to produce for w = 0 values of A closely following curves 
1 for low I and gradually approaching curves 5 at high I. In the presence of 
SLR, the previous analysis implies that A first follows curves 2 at low I and 
proceeds to follow curves 6 at high I. In fact, this means a continuously 
increasing A with increasing 1. This is particularly true for curves 2 and 6 of 
fig. 3.3.3.2. 
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3.3.4 The double resonance system (DRS) 
With two microwave fields simultaneously present, inducing transitions 
between two sets of spinlevels, we have only one finite eigenvalue A, as follows 
from a proper similarity transformation of £.' (23}, leaving us with a 1 x 1 
matrix. This eigenvalue is given by 
A = \ Z {k + I (a -3 m m in mm 
Zu„ r . } + IP 
m'fm m'm (44) 
where m#n'=i,j,k. 
Using (15) and (17a,d) A can be r e w r i t t e n as 
A = k T + IP + I ' k 4 6 | ^ (44a) 
Of course, there are no oscillatory solutions. Trivially, for 1 = 0 A = k™. 
In the presence of very fast SLR, which occurs at "high" temperature, e.g. 
77 K, or when electron-phonon coupling with the lattice is strong, such as may 
occur in biological material (see Chapters 6 and 7), the role of microwave in-
duced transitions between all three levels, is taken over by SLR, which can be 
considered to cause exactly the same behaviour of A as saturating microwave 
radiation. 
Thus, (44) also represents the light-dependence of the triplet decay con-
stant k~, a fact which is often overlooked in previously reported studies [ 10] . 
750 
500 
250 
Fig. 3.3.4. 
Calculated decay rate constant A as a 
function of R for the double resonance 
system. Choice of parameters q=0 (a) 
1=.5 (b). Choice of remaining parameters 
as in figs. 3.2.3 and 3.3.2.1. 
200 400 600 800 1000 
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For a reliable measurement of k„ it is necessary to extrapolate the measure-
ments to I = 0. The extrapolation is particularly simple since (44] shows it to 
be linear for all values of I. 
Figs. 3.3.4a and b represent A(I) in the absence and presence of T-T absorption 
effects, respectively. 
In principle double resonance measurements, where two spin levels are continuously 
connected and the third level is connected to the other two via a microwave pulse 
according to method I or II, provide a means to determine relaxation rates w , 
r
 mm 
separately from the decay constant k . Ziichlich et al. [2] have treated this 
case in the limit 1 + 0. 
3.3.5 Effects of non-saturating microwaves on triplet state kinetics 
Applying a non-saturating microwave field, it is not allowed to use eqns. 
(36)(SRS) or (44)(DRS) for calculating decay constants. Rather, we have to use 
eqn. (23), yielding three roots for both the SRS and DRS system. Generally, all 
three roots will be different from the values obtained under saturating condi-
tions. 
The effects of microwave under-saturation on measured decay constants can 
be easily calculated using (23) and substituting b . + w , for w , and 
' ° mm' mm' mm' 
b , + w , for w . , where |m> and |m'> are the connected states in the SRS 
m'm m m m'm' ' ' 
system. For the DRS system a similar procedure can be followed. 
From these calculations, inserting the standard set of kinetic constants, 
used in this chapter, we find that at a microwave power level, where populations 
3 
of two connected states are equal to within 1 part in 10 , rate constants may 
deviate up to 101 from the value at complete saturation. Although this deviation 
depends on the numerical values of the kinetic constants and thus may be less 
serious in other cases, it signals a danger in taking the "constant" ODMR 
amplitude as the criterion for obtaining kinetic constants under saturating 
conditions. 
Since the available amount of microwave power per triplet molecule depends 
on the total number of triplet state molecules produced in the sample by photo-
excitation, the phenomenon of undersaturation may occur at high optical exci-
tation rate, even when sufficient microwave saturation is observed at lctw 
optical excitation rate. This may introduce an added source of systematic 
errors in the measurement of light intensity-dependent decay-constants. 
Since in method I no triplet decay occurs in the presence of microwaves, 
this method is not subject to this source of errors. 
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3.4 THE AMPLITUDE AND SIGN OF THE FLUORESCENCE DETECTED MAGNETIC RESONANCE 
SIGNALS 
3.4.1 Steady state papulations of spin levels 
In order to determine the sign and amplitude of ODMR signals in the presence 
of saturating microwave radiation, we are interested in the solutions of the 
sets of equations (19): n = -An when n = 0 A can be the orginal (21) or one of 
its transformed matrices. From n , A ™ , and <f>£ we can calculate the absolute 
m' ±1' r 
fluorescence intensity using (18) from Appendix I: 
I f = Ik13*£C1-«Ti + I'k46m%n, (45) 
When also n is known for the case where one or more spin levels are connected 
via a microwave field, we can calculate the difference in the fluorescence 
intensity between situations where microwaves are on and off. 
The populations n-, n., and n, follow from 1
 J K 
• *% 
n. 
I 
n. 
J 
.V 
(A')" 
IP. 
l 
IP. 
J 
IP, 
(46) 
For single resonance (D-E), the populations are found from 
Lnj+nk 
(^ SRS-* 
IP. 
l 
KP,+P k) 
(47) 
and similarly for the D+E transition, by permutation of i and j. 
For double resonance 
nT=^n, 
m 
IPA •1 (48) 
Where X is given by (44) and populations are normalized for (46) through (48) 
by £ n + n1 = 1; A' and AiRC, are given in (23) and (36), respectively. 
It is clear that all effects including T-T absorption can only be calculated 
quantitatively with the help of a computer. In practice we are interested in 
trends, e.g. what will happen in the limit I -»• 0 with increasing w , or with 
increasing T-T absorption in the absence of SRL and in the limit I •* 0. In those 
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cases the expressions for n (m=i,j,k) become much simpler. 
We will discuss in some detail the results obtained for the light-dependence of 
the steady state populations n for the following cases: 
(i) all w , = 0, no T-T absorption effects (case VII of Table I) 
(ii) w , = 0, T-T absorption present (case III of Table I) 
(iii) increasing w ,, no T-T absorption effects (cases IV and VI of Table I). 
For case (i), I -»• 0, we have the familiar situation where 
n = IP k "1 (49) 
m m m 
for the free system. 
For I ^ 0 
n = k ,k „IP , k k ,k „ + k k ,IP „ + k k „IP , + k ,k „IP \ 1 (50) 
m m' m" m L m m ' m" m m ' m" m m" m' m' m mj 
where m f m' f m" = i,j,k; (49) is the limiting case of (50) for I -* 0. Fig. 
3.4.1.1 curves a-c represent a plot of n for m = i,j,k, respectively, as a 
function of the excitation rate R = Ik..,. The ratio n.;n.:n, is independent 
CX I o 1 J K 
of I, since the denominator of n is invariant for permutation of labels m, m' 
and m". Saturation phenomena at high R have been discussed in section 3.2. 
For case (ii), fig. 3.4.1.1 curves d-f and g-h represent n (R ) when SLR is 
absent for increasing amount of T-T absorption effects (<f>™ = .2 and .4, res-
pectively) . 
There are some striking features in these curves: first, the level |k> is 
depleted at increasing R ; secondly, for <t>~p = 0.2, curve e demonstrates that 
n. can even increase in the presence of T-T absorption effects w.r.t. curve b, 
where such effects are absent. 
Previously, we have already shown that T-T absorption effects decrease the total 
triplet state population ru, at the same value of R . Apparently, the drop of 
n, in curve f is so large that n. (curve e) can still increase when n- decreases. 
The relative ordering of n. > n- > n, is not affected by T-T absorption effects 
and remains unchanged even at high R , but the ratio n-;n.:n, does not remain 
constant at increasing R , in contrast with case (i), where T-T absorption was 
absent. In fact, one can show that the ratio n.:n.:n, is only dependent on R 
x j K ex 
if T-T absorption effects are present; both for w_, = 0 and f 0. 
Case (iii) can be illustrated by working out (46), setting all q , r , = 0 in 
(A')~ (cf. (23)), and taking SLR to be isotropic (w , = w); for |i> we obtain mm' 
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Fig . 3 .4 .1 .1 Populat ions of spin 
s t a t e s To|m> as a funct ion of Rex> m = i 
( a , d , g ) ; m=j ( b , e , h ) ; m=k ( c , f , i ) ; <()fT=0 
( a , b , c ) ; <)>fT=0.2 ( d , e , f ) ; <()fT= 0.4 ( g , h , i ) : 
WTTITTI '-0» a l l other parameters as in 
f i g . 3 . 3 . 2 . f. 
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Fig . 3 .4 .2 .1 Change of f luorescence 
i n t e n s i t y Alf between f ree system and 
s ing l e resonance system as a funct ion 
of R e x ; D-E t r a n s i t i o n : curves a , c , e ; 
D+E t r a n s i t i o n : curve b , d , f ; w ^ ' 3 ^ ; 
w=0 ( a , b ) ; w=10 s e c - ' ( c , d ) ; w=50 s e c - ' 
( e , f ) ; <|>£T=0 for a l l curves ; The other 
parameters a re as in f i g . 3 . 3 . 2 . 1 . 
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Fig. 3.4.2.2 Change of fluorescence 
intensity Alf between free system and 
single resonance system as a function 
of Rex; D-E transition: curve a; D+E 
transition: curve b; wnm=0; <|>f.p=0.4; 
all remaining parameters as in the 
previous figures. 
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Fig. 3.4.2.3 As 3.4.2.2 for the rela-
tive change of fluorescence intensity 
Alf as a function of Rex-
If 
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n±= lA' r1 . [kjk^ + 3w2P + 2w(k. + kk)P._ + w k ^ + wk^] (511 
and similar expressions for n. and n, by permutation of i, j, and k. At high R 
this equation yields equal values for all n due to the terms containing w . As 
has been noted already for case (ii) the ratio n.:n.:n, does not depend on the 
excitation rate R = Ik...., since I is a factor common to all n 's. 
ex 13' m 
3.4.2 Single resonance amplitudes 
In this section we will discuss some relevant features of the ODMR ampli-
tudes, derived from expressions and calculated n (R ) curves, presented in the 
previous section. Again, we will discuss three cases in fig. 3.4.2.1 through 
3.4.2.3, in accordance with our discussion in the previous section. For case (i), 
(w , = 0, no T-T absorption), curves a and b in fig. 3.4.2.1 represent plots of 
the magnitude of AI^fD-El and AIr(D+E), respectively, as a function of R . The 
ratio of both amplitudes is independent of R , as follows from the constant 
ratio n-:n.:n, . If one is mainly interested in observing ODMR spectra with favour-
1 j K 
able signal-to-noise ratio, these plots show that such measurements can best be 
carried out at high R . 
For case (ii) (w , = 0, T-T absorption effects present), fig. 3.4.2.2, curves a 
and b, represent plots of AIf(D-E) and AI,-(D+E), respectively, as a function of 
R . As one would suspect already from (45), the terms containing (1-ru,) and 
2 (ji™ n have opposite dependence on R = Ik.,, = I'k4fi. Therefore one expects 
a sign change of both transitions at increasing R , as is also found in the 
computed curves a and b in fig. 3.4.2.2. Note also that these curves do not show 
a levelling-off as found for AI^fD+E) and AI^(D-E) vs. R in the absence of 
T-T absorption effects. Also the ratio of both amplitudes does not remain constant 
with increasing R , which is so characteristic of T-T absorption accompanied by 
spin-selective re-feeding of T, via S , that a light-dependent ratio of the 
amplitudes of the D+E and D-E amplitudes provides a simple test for the presence 
of such mechanisms. 
We have not observed significant light-dependent changes of AI^fD-E) vs. AI^fD+E) 
for the compounds which we have studied. 
In this case, it is of interest to calculate the dependence of the relative 
change in L on R , for both transitions. Fig. 3.4.2.3, curves a and b represent 
plots of AIf(D-E)/Ij- and AIf(D+E)/If, respectively. We observe at moderate values 
of R a maximum relative change of Ij; when saturating the D-E transition of 
^ 21, which is significantly lower than the calculated relative change at the 
same value of R for case (i). 
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Finally, for case (iii) ( w . t 0, no T-T absorption effects!, we return to 
fig. 3.4.2.1, curves c-f. There are two main effects of increasing SLR on the 
amplitudes. 
First, we observe a decrease with increasing w; secondly, the weakest 
transition (D+E) changes sign at increasing SLR. Such a case has been treated 
in Chapter 6 for pheophytin-a in n-octane and has also been found for chloro-
phyll-a in the same solvent [11]. 
3,4.3 Double resonance amplitudes 
The application of double resonance to ODMR spectroscopy has been rather 
limited so far. Yet there are some very useful features, which make it an 
attractive technique. Apart from the determination of kinetic parameters, includ-
ing SLR rate constants [ 2], one can make use of double resonance to increase 
the amplitude of otherwise non-detectable transitions; we have applied double 
resonance to dihydroporphin free base, which lacks a 2E transition under single 
resonance conditions (see Chapter 5). 
Generally, a CW saturating microwave field at v causes this transition to be 
absent if a second microwave field is frequency-swept through the ODMR spectrum, 
mm*' m * m'' 
whereas the transitions at v and v attain the same amplitudes. 
A second application of double resonance provides a test to decide which transi-
tions in an ODMR spectrum containing several sets of transitions or in inhomo-
geneously broadened spectra, belong to the same species. Except for some special 
pathological cases, generally the irradiation at one transition produces changes 
of the amplitudes of the remaining two transitions, belonging to the same species. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ZERO FIELD OPTICALLY DETECTED 
MAGNETIC RESONANCE (ODMR) 
Seven J. VAN DER BENT and Tjeerd J. SCHAAFSMA 
Laboratory of Molecular Physics, Agricultural University, Wageningen, The Netherlands 
Received 7 April 1975 
ZFS parameters and kinetic constants of the lowest triplet state of chlorin and tetraphenylchlorin free base in n-octane 
have been determined by fluorescence-detected ODMR at 4.2 K. These compounds can be considered as model compounds 
for pheophy tin, a compound of biological interest. For both compounds the middle spin-level is the most active one in the 
populating and depopulating pathway. In the lowest triplet state the NH-NH axis in both chlorins is probably fixed to one 
orientation not involving the reduced ring, and no evidence was found for the occurrence of two tautomeric forms as in the 
corresponding porphyrins. 
4.1 
1. Introduction 
Pheophytins can be derived from the chlorophylls 
by substituting the central Mg2+ ion by two protons. 
They are probably part of the photo-synthetic system 
of some bacteria and algae, but their role in higher 
plants is not clear [1—3]. A study of the excited 
states of pheophytins and their model compounds is 
essential to elucidate the function of the Mg2+ ion in 
chlorophylls for the photosynthetic energy conver-
sion. Furthermore, characterization of the lowest 
triplet state of pheophytins in vitro by their zero-field 
splittings and kinetic constants provides the necessary 
basis for the detection of small amounts of these com-
pounds for in vivo systems. 
Recently, very selective and sensitive methods 
have been developed, for the study of small amounts 
of photo-excited triplets employing the effect of 
microwave induced transitions between the triplet 
state spin-levels on the fluorescence emission [4,5]. 
We have applied these methods to the lowest triplet 
state of chlorin free base (H2PH2), tetraphenylchlorin 
free base (H2TPPH2) and tetraphenylporphin 
(H2TPP). Results on H2PH2 are compared with those 
for porphin free base (H2P), obtained by van Dorp 
etal. [4,6]. 
The main purpose of this investigation was to 
determine the effects of reduction and methine-carbon 
substitution of porphin free base on the ZFS and 
kinetic constants of the lowest triplet state, and to 
interpret any systematic changes in terms of an elec-
tronic perturbation. 
4.2 
2. Experimental 
Porphin (Calbiochem, high purity grade) was puri-
fied by chromatography, whereas the other com-
pounds were synthesized as described in the literature 
[7]. Purification of H2TPPH2 and H2TPP involved 
entrained sublimation on an all-glass high vacuum line. 
Purity was checked by mass-spectrometry and TLC. 
Single crystals of w-octane (Baker), purified by chro-
matography [8], and containing small (*> 10 M) 
amounts of the compounds were grown by slowly 
lowering the solution, contained in a thin-walled 
Pyrex tube, into liquid nitrogen. Samples were placed 
at the end of a quartz light-pipe, immersed in liquid 
helium and surrounded by a slow-wave structure, con-
ducting microwave-radiation from a Hewlett—Packard 
8690B sweeper to the sample. Blue light (X = 350-
450 nm) from a stabilized 200 W super-high-pressure 
mercury arc was focused onto the top of the light-
pipe, whereas fluorescence from the sample was col-
lected onto the entrance-slit of a 0.25 m Jarrell-Ash 
monochromator, and detected by an EMI 9659QB 
cooled photomultiplier. 
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Table 1 
Zero-field transitions and parameters 
Level scheme *' 
2E\ 
D 
i 
+ k 
Compound 
H2Pb> 
H2PH2 
H2TPP 
H2TPPH2 
(fl + £)obs(MHz) 
1494 
1527 
1300 ±2 
1370±30<c) 
1293 ± 2 
(D-E)obs(Mm 
1114 
1110 
1078 ±2 
830±20( c) 
900 ±2 
2£-obs (MHz) 
380 
417 
-
-
-
D X 10" cm"1 
435 
440 
397 ± 1 
367 ±4 
364 ± 1 
EX 10* em'1 
63 
70 
37 ± 1 
90 + 4 
64 ± 1 
a
^i,j, k - y,xfz for HjP [6]; other compounds: k = z, and/,/ refer to the unassigned in-plane molecular axes* or,j>. 
b)Seeref. [4J. 
c) This transition appears to contain more than one component. 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY v (MHz) 
- i — t i i 1
 i i i i i i > 
1000 1500 
^WW*taM,j^ 
I DECREASE OF FLUORESCENCE 
1300 MHz 
1078 MHz 
Fig. 1. Zero-field fluorescence detected magnetic resonance 
spectrum of chlorin free base in an n-octane single crystal 
at 4.2 K; detection wavelength 635 nm. Labelling of atoms 
in chlorin free base (see insert) according to ref. [18J; x and 
y axes refer to the assignment of van Dorp et al. |6J for 
porphin free base, whereas the location of the reduced ring 
is taken from this work (see text). The spectrum is the accu-
mulated result of 21 2 scans. 
We used a superinsulated Dewar equipped with 
light pipes resulting in very low losses of liquid heli-
um. Fluorescence-detected ODMR signals and tran-
sients were averaged over 2 — 2 sweeps, such that 
the signal-to-noise ratio typically amounts to * 20:1. 
All experiments were carried out at 4.2 K. 
650 
WAVELENGTH A (nm) 
Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectra of porphin (upper trace) and 
chlorin free base (lower trace) in n-octane single crystals at 
4.2 K. Excitation at 350-450 nm; bandwidth: 2nm. Tauto-
mer components of the 0-0 transition of porphin free base 
have been indicated by 1 and 2. 
4 . 3 
3. Results 
A typical ODMR spectrum of chlorin free base 
detected at the 0-
shown in fig. 1. 
-0 S0 *- Sj transition at 635 run is 
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Table 2 
Kinetic constants of the lowest triplet state a) 
Compound *f(s_1) */(s-') **(*-') Pk 
H2pb) 
H2PH2 
H2TPP°) 
H2TPPH2 
80 
150 ±45 
168 
199 ± 20 
250 
260 ± 40 
692 
445 ± 90 
6 
24 ±2 
50 
40 ±6 
0.4 
<0.6 
>0.24 
<0.44 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<0.02 
<0.09 
>0.07 
>0.08 
a) For definition of axes i,j,k, see table 1. 
b) Values for kinetic constants k and P are taken for comparison from ref. [6) for H2P and from ref. [10] for H2TPP (* only). 
Lower limits on / \ for H2TPP have been calculated from published it-values (10] and data reported in this work (see text). 
For both H2P and H2PH2 zero-field transitions at 
D +EandD-E(see insert table 1) correspond to a 
decrease of the fluorescence intensity 7f (A/f < 0) 
whereas for the tetraphenyl compounds A/f > 0. The 
linewidth Av of both transitions is less than 7 MHz, 
for H2TPP and H2TPPH2 A» « 50 MHz. The 2E 
transition was observed for both porphins, but not 
for the chlorins, despite considerable effort. 
In contrast to porphin free base, a single set of zero-
field transitions is observed, corresponding to a single 
0-0 Sj *• S0 transition, as shown in fig. 2. ZFS para-
meters of chlorin free base were not affected by 
monitoring the fluorescence at transitions in the vicin-
ity of the 0—0 wavelength, demonstrating that the 
low-temperature-fluorescence spectrum of chlorin 
free base originates from one species and not from 
two tautomeric forms as in porphin free base [4]. 
By applying saturating microwaves at the D+E 
and D-E transitions, the fluorescence intensity 7f 
changes by an amount A/f to a new steady-state value. 
When the microwaves are switched off, /f returns to 
its original value. Kinetic constants (see table 2) were 
derived from the shape of A/f (t) after microwaves are 
switched on and off. We checked for saturation by 
monitoring Al{ as a function of microwave power: a 
10 dB reduction of microwave power did not result 
in a measurable change of A/f. Generally, the shape of 
the observed transient A/f(f) is similar to that pub-
lished in ref. [4] for porphin free base. 
4.4 
4. Discussion 
From the kinetic equations, governing the popula-
tions of the ground and first excited singlet states and 
the magnetic sublevels of the lowest triplet state the 
following expressions can be derived relating A/f (f) 
to the change in the total population S^n^ (where 
X = i,j, k labels the spin levels of the lowest triplet 
state) [9], when microwaves at the resonance fre-
quency Vji are switched on or off and the system is 
continuously irradiated with exciting light. 
Microwaves on: 
A/f(f) = a ( * r * /)(«?-ii /0)(*,+* /)-1 
X {exp [ 4 (*,•+*/)']-!}• (1) 
Microwaves off: 
A/f (f) = akftrf-nfXkj+kj)-1 
X [kj-1 expi-kjO-kf1 expi-kjt)] , (la) 
and similarly for transitions i <-> k and/ «-* k; i,j 
refer to two arbitrary in-plane axes and k to the out-
of-plane axis (see table 2). 
In (1) and (la) n j denotes the steady state popula-
tion of the lowest triplet state spin level X with a 
decay constant kx; a is a proportionality constant 
containing instrumental parameters and kinetic con-
stants of the S0 •*-* S j process. It is assumed that (a) 
the intensity of the exciting light is sufficiently low 
to linearize the kinetic equations and (b) that the 
microwave power is sufficiently high to warrant com-
plete saturation. Since w^J = Pxk^ , where P^ is the 
relative populating rate of level X, knowledge of n^ 
and kx determines^. By fitting experimental tran-
sients to (1) and (la), the values of kx were deter-
mined for the chlorins. They are presented in table 2, 
which also contains published data on H2TPP [10] 
and H2P [6] for comparison. 
Since the transient-decay at D+E and D-E tran-
sitions for chlorin free base contains only one expo-
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nential, eq. (la) tells us that the common decay con-
stant kk is much smaller than kf and k.-. This argument 
has to be handled with care, however, since the slow-
est exponential has the highest weight in the sum of 
exponentials due to the factor kk l in (la). Therefore, 
kx values of both chlorins were determined by least-
square fitting using a computer. 
The sign of AIf(t -+<»>) in the presence of saturating 
microwaves contains another piece of information. If 
in the presence of microwaves at transitions D+E and 
D-E, Alf(o°) is negative, corresponding to a decrease 
of fluorescence intensity when microwaves are switch-
ed on, (1) leads to 
(kj-kk)(nf-n°k)>0, (*,-*t)(fi{,-ng)>0. 
This is the case for porphin and chlorin free base. With 
kk <kj,k: we find 
nf,nf>n% and thus P/.Pj > Pk . 
Since no 2E transition for the chlorins can be observed 
and yet kt ¥= kj, we are led to conclude that the in-
plane spin levels have a very small population differ-
ence. Furthermore, under slow passage conditions, 
the intensity ratio of the zero-field transitions at 
D+E and D- E are given by 
,(D+E)^D + E)^ (krkkXkj+kk)(nf-n0k) 
,(D-E) = ^ D-E) =
 {krkktki,k^n0_nl) ' 
which follows from (1). With known values of kx 
(X = i,j,k) and noting for chlorin free base that 
n\ < nf, nf; nf « rff, the ratio nf/nf can be deter-
mined; for the relative populating rates/^ limits can 
be defined. 
Previous work on porphyrins and photosynthetic 
pigments incorporated in an n-alkane matrix [9,11] 
has shown that in these matrices, spin-levels at 4.2 K 
can be considered as isolated. We therefore believe 
that our kinetic data, obtained at 4.2 K, are not 
severely contaminated by a relaxation contribution. 
The distinct differences between the decay constants 
of the various spin-levels provide other evidence that 
this assumption is justified. 
The contents of table 2 have been illustrated in 
fig. 3, showing that for all four compounds the middle 
spin-level is the most active in the populating and de-
populating process. Reduction of one ring causes the 
in-plane kinetic constants to become less different 
TETRAPHENYL PORPHIN TETRAPHENYL CHLORIN 
Fig. 3. ZFS diagrams and kinetic data of (tetraphenyl) porphin 
and (tetraphenyl) chlorin free base. Separation between ZFS 
levels is drawn to scale; furthermore, adjacent pairs of porphin 
and chlorin diagrams have a common point of gravity on the 
(vertical) energy scale, corresponding to -5 (X+ Y+Z) = 0, 
where X, Y,Z refer to ZFS energies of spin levels lx>, \y> and 
lz>, respectively. Arrows entering and leaving spin levels have 
widths corresponding to their relative magnitudes. Hatched 
circles represent relative steady-state population numbers; 
their differences are heavily exaggerated to illustrate the 
relative ordering of their magnitudes. 
than in the porphyrins; also nj ~ nf, where the <£ 
sign follows from the intensity ratio AI((D + E)/ 
A/f(D-E), in agreement with the absence of a transi-
tion at IE; > expresses the fact that n? is near but 
slightly larger than nf. Although the population dif-
ferences are not expected to be large, due to a rough-
ly parallel behaviour of kK and Px, they do determine 
the signs of the transitions. Thus, introduction of 
methine-phenyl groups reverses the sign of A/f for 
the D-E and D + E transitions, apparently because 
«£ >nf,nf in contrast to the unsubstituted com-
pounds. The intersystem crossing rates Px can be 
qualitatively understood by noting that the spin® 
orbital symmetries of the in-plane spin levels are Au 
and B l u , whereas \k) has total symmetry B2u or B3u 
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depending on whether the electronic symmetry of the 
lowest triplet level is B3u or B2 u . The in-plane spin 
levels can derive their activity from first-order spin-
orbit coupling with singlet mr* levels or with excita-
tions involving the a-electrons. The spin-level |A:>, 
however, can only couple to mr* singlet states which 
are symmetric with respect to reflection in the molec-
ular plane. This coupling has been shown to be weak 
[12] which explains why Pk <Pj,Pj- Phenyl substitu-
tion on the methine carbons results in mixing of the 
B into Q singlet states [13,14] and thus leads to in-
creased |fc> activity. Direct contribution to Pk from 
7T7T* excitation of the phenyl-groups which are rotated 
out-of-plane by « 50° may also be significant. 
The systematic changes in ZFS energies, as shown 
in fig. 3 can be rationalized by considering the reduc-
tion of one pyrrole ring as an electronic perturbation 
9?' resulting in a mixing of other one-electron triplet 
excitations into the lowest triplet state of porphin 
free base, which has been demonstrated to have B2u 
(b3g *- biu) symmetry [6]. If we assume the ring 
perturbation to be located in such a way that the 
NH—NH axis is parallel to the 7—8 bond (see fig. 1) 
then the chlorin perturbation has A. + B2u symmetry 
in the D2n group representation. The totally symme-
tric part of the perturbation mixes (b2 *- au) excita-
tions into the lowest triplet state BS„, whereas it has 
also non-zero diagonal matrix elements <B2J9f IB2u>-
The B2 u part of 9f' can only mix higher excited 
states of A. symmetry into B2u and its contribution 
is assumed to be smaller. 
Talcing only the Ag perturbation into considera-
tion one expects the spin density distribution of B2u 
to change by (a) a multiplication of all spin densities 
by the same factor and (b) a mixing of the B2u 
(b2g «- a j state into B2 u . If in the latter state E < 0* 
the superposition of both perturbations can be shown 
to result in a decrease of the top levels, for porphin 
assigned [6] as I v>, and an increase of \x), the middle 
level. Thus, the result will be a decrease of E, as is 
observed in fig. 3. This change can also be pictured as 
a partial restoration of D4n symmetry by applying a 
perturbation in a direction perpendicular to the 
NH-NH axis. In the other configuration (NH-NH1 
* Calculated, using a point-dipole approximation and ground-
state MO coefficients of porphin according to Knop, as 
published in ref. [6). 
7-8 bond) a large increase of £ is predicted, contrary 
to observation. This means, that in the lowest triplet 
state of both chlorins the NH-NH axis is probably 
parallel to the 7—8 bond, similar to the ground state 
configuration which is favored by a large electron den-
sity on the pyrrole rings containing carbon atoms 1,2 
and 5,6 (see fig. 1) [14,15]. 
Our data do not confirm the tunnelling model 
proposed by Ponte Goncalves [16] for the motion of 
the inner protons in H2TPP, since even a small per-
turbation of the 4-fold symmetry of the TPP2 -
skeleton would result in a sharp decrease of tunnelling 
rates [17]. The in-plane decay constants of H2TPP2 
are close to those of H2TPP, however. 
4.5 
5. Conclusions 
From a comparison of new and published experi-
mental data on ZFS and kinetic constants of H2P, 
H2PH2, H2TPPand H2TPPH2, we conclude: Ring 
reduction causes a change in spin density distribution 
corresponding to a decrease of the top level ZFS 
energy and an increase in the middle level position, 
resulting in a smaller lvalue; the kinetic scheme is 
not essentially altered: the middle spin level is the 
most active one in the populating and depopulating 
pathway, whereas the changes of the decay constants 
are relatively small. 
Introduction of methine-phenyl groups results in 
increased activity of the out-of-plane spin level, a 
decrease ofD and an increase off. 
Our results indicate that in the lowest triplet state 
of both chlorins, the NH-NH axis is favored to be 
parallel to the 7-8 direction of the reduced ring. At 
low temperature, experimental data suggest that in 
the triplet state neither chlorin nor tetraphenylchlorin 
free base is present in two tautomeric forms. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ZERO FIELD OPTICALLY DETECTED MAGNETIC 
RESONANCE OF MODELCOMPOUNDS FOR 
PHEOPHEOPHYTINS 
S.J. van der Bent and T.J. Schaafsma 
(Submitted for publication in J. Chem. Phys.) 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Following a preliminary study of chlorin free base [ 1] (systematic name: 
dihydroporphin free base) as a model compound of pheophytin we present in this 
paper a more detailed account of some new experimental results of the kinetics 
of the lowest triplet T„ state of this compound. By improving the ODMR spectro-
meter w.r.t. a previous version [ 4 ] we could measure at higher optical excita-
tion rate resulting in a higher S/N ratio, and allowing kinetic data to be 
determined over a range of light intensities. This enabled extrapolation of 
experimental decay constants to zero excitation rate, which is necessary for a 
precise determination of the correct decay constants of the T„ spin states [ 2,3] . 
In addition, we have obtained reliable values for the relative populating-
-rates of the three spin states of T„. Such measurements are of importance since 
they provide kinetic and static parameters of T„, bridging the gap between por-
phin free base, which has been thoroughly studied [ 3,6-8], and natural photo-
synthetic pigments, which are far less understood w.r.t. their electronic 
structure. 
Similarly to what has been found in porphin free base [3,8] chlorin free 
base exhibits a photoinduced rearrangement of the two central protons. There 
are interesting differences with porphin-behaviour, however, due to the 
asymmetric potential inside the chlorin ring, since this compound has one 
saturated pyrrole ring. (Fig. 5.1.1). 
PORPHIN FREE BASE CHLORIN FREE BASE 
Fig. 5.1.1. 
Skeleton of porphin free base and 
chlorin free base. x,y,z defines 
the molecular axis-system. 
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Most of the experimental details have been described in previous papers 
[3,4]. Some modifications will be described in this section. Unless stated 
otherwise, all experiments were carried out at 4.2 K. 
For optimum S/N ratio we have used a 900 W Xenon arc (Osram XBO 900 W/2) 
as an excitation source and a dichroic mirror (Schott type 311) for the separa-
tion of the blue excitation and red emission light. The ODMR transitions are 
detected by monitoring the dihydroporphin 0-0 fluorescence emission at 635 nm. 
[ 5,6 ] For the selection of the blue excitation light we used either a combina-
tion of a 12 cm cuvette containing water and a Balzers interference filter 
(Filtraflex B 40) transmitting at 403 nm (bandwidth: 15 nm) or a 12 cm cuvette 
containing a CuSO. solution combined with Schott BG 12 and GG 395 filters. The 
latter combination has a bandwidth of 80 nm. 
Two methods were used to determine the kinetics of the spin states of the 
lowest excited triplet state: 
(i) Following Clarke [ 5], we used a microwave pulse long compared to the mean 
triplet state lifetime k„, resulting in a simpler exponential curve fitting, 
but requiring saturating microwave pulses, 
(ii) The second method is due to Van Dorp et al. [3] who used a relatively short 
(i.e. short compared to the lifetime of the fastest decaying T„ spin state) 
microwave pulse; this method requires no saturating microwaves, but leads 
to a more complicated exponential curve fitting [ 2 ]. 
In order to determine the mean triplet state decay constant we used fluor-
escence onset experiments at 77 K without microwaves or at 4.2 K with CW irradia-
tion at two resonant microwave frequencies as described by Van Dorp et al. [ 3]. 
To switch the light on and off we used a Vincent Associates Uniblitz model 225 
electronic shutter. 
For those ODMR transitions, which were strong enough, frequencies were 
determined as follows: the change of fluorescence intensity AIf(t) for both 
transitions was measured while stepwise varying the frequency in a small region 
(y 10 MHz) around the frequencies which were already approximately known using 
pulsed microwaves following Clarke [ 5]. The frequency where the amplitude 
AIf(t) had a maximum was taken to be the frequency of the ODMR transition. In 
the following we will refer to this method as the "maximum response" method. The 
frequency of the microwavesource was measured with a Systron-Dormer 1017 series 
frequency meter with a model 1292A plug-in. In this way, sizeable errors due to 
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non-linear calibration and systematic errors in markers produced by the swept 
microwavesource, are avoided. 
5.3 RESULTS 
5.3.1 ODMR and optical spectroscopy 
ODMR spectra of chlorin in n-octane at 4.2 K are presented in fig. 5.3.1.1 
A-C, where fig. 5.3.1.1 A is in close agreement with a previously published 
spectrum with lower S/N ratio 1 in which the transitions marked by 2 through 
4 in the D+E region of fig. 5.3.1.1 were not visible. 
Anticipating a discussion of spectra A-C, we assign transitions 1-4 to four 
physically different species 1-4, each with its own D+E and D-E transition. For 
the D-E region all species have their resonance within one ODMR peak, whereas 
in the D+E region they are resolved. 
The spectra A-C are shown in the order of increasing time of exposure to 
exciting light in a band centered at 410 nm and halfwidth of ^  30 nm. We did not 
carry out an accurate analysis of the slow changes of the ODMR spectra with time 
during continuous irradation. Spectrum A was taken of a sample for which the 
product of excitation rate and exposure time was much smaller than for spectra 
BOO 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY (MHz) 
1W0 1200 000 MOO 
Fig. 5.3.1.1. 
Zerofield ODMR spectra of chlorin 
free base in n-octane single 
crystal at 4.2 K. Spectra A was 
taken < 1 hr after starting ir-
radiation; B and C are taken 24 
hrs apart. Detection wavelength/ 
bandwidth: A: 635/1; B: 635/1; 
C: 635/10 nm. Microwavepower: 
A: 50; B: 10; C: 50 mW. Sweeprate: 
A: 80; B: 40; C: 40 MHz/sec. 
Number of accumulated transients: 
A: 2 9; B: 2 1 4; C: 28. Labels 1-4 
refer to D+E resonances, mentioned 
in text. A,B,C have been recorded 
at different gain. 
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B and C, which were taken 'v- 24 hrs apart, whereas the excitationrate is 
estimated to be R ^ 500 sec per molecule. A fourth spectrum taken 24 hrs 
after spectrum C was recorded, did not show detectable differences with spectrum 
C, all experimental conditions being identical. The spectra A-C have not been 
recorded at identical experimental conditions (see captions of fig. 5.3.1.1 A-C). 
It was checked however, that these differences did not affect our conclusions: 
microwavepower is ^  3 times higher for spectrum A than for B and C but this does 
not cause changes in the relative intensities of any transitions. Some power 
broadening is noticeable comparing the spectra A with B or C. The optical detec-
tion bandwidth of C is much smaller (1 nm) than that for A and C (20 and 10 nm, 
respectively). 
We have compared spectrum B with those observed at various detection wavelengths 
around the maximum of the 0-0 fluorescence band; no significant changes in 
relative intensity of transitions 1-4 were observed in the (D+E) region for 
different wavelengths within the 0-0 band, except for a small (^ 5%) contribution 
at the red edge assigned to species 5. The latter is detected with a relative 
intensity of the D+E transition of ^  501 w.r.t. the species 1 resonance, when 
detecting the 0-0 fluorescence band on the red edge at 635.8 nm with a 1 nm 
slitwidth. At lower optical resolution (10-20 nm), monitoring the total 0-0 flu-
orescence band, species 5 is barely detected and has a maximum relative intensity 
of < 101 of the total D+E resonance intensity. In view of its slightly red 
shifted fluorescence maximum (1-2 nm w.r.t. species 1-4) and by analogy with 
similar shifts in pheophytin-a 9 , which is a side-chain substituted chlorin, 
species 5 may be assigned as chlorin in a n-octane crystal site, where it is 
near a polar impurity. We will further ignore the presence of species 5, which 
did not interfere with our measurements. 
It turns out that the ratio of the integrated total intensities in the D+E 
region 1-4 and the D-E integrated intensity does not vary in time within our 
accuracy of measurement between spectra A, B and C, despite the major changes 
observed in the shape of the spectra in the D+E region: transitions of species 
1 and 2 decrease in amplitude after prolonged irradiation, whereas 3 and 4 
simultaneously increase. 
The 2E transition is not visible using single resonance ODMR; thus we us$d double 
resonance with CW irradiation at v(D+E) and sweeping through the region 10 - 1200 
MHz. Fig. 5.3.1.2 represents such a doubleresonance spectrum for species 1. 
The amplitudes of the D-E and 2E transitions in fig. 5.3.1.2 are not equal, 
as they should be when the D+E transition is completely saturated, due to inhomo-
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Double resonance zerofield ODMR 
spectra of chlorin free base in 
a n-octane single crystal at 4.2 
K, observed during continuous ir-
radiation at 1308 MHz and 50 mW 
microwavepower. Detection wave-
length/bandwidth 635/20 ran, Sweep-
rate: 2600 MHz/sec. Number of 
1 o 
accumulated spectra 2 ; 1308 MHz 
radiation was unmodulated. 
geneous broadening of the D+E transition. This is expected in the absence of EM 
modulation of the D+E resonance frequency. 
Only for the transitions of species 1 we have used double-resonance as an addi-
tional check for the determination of v(2E); for all observed species v(2E) was 
determined from the difference between v(D+E) and v(D-E). 
The frequencies for species 2 through 5 were obtained by interpolation between 
v, (D+E) and v.,(D-E), where the subscript 1 refers to species 1; these frequen-
cies were determined accurately as described in the previous section. The data 
are collected in Table I. 
TABLE I 
Species 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Frequencies of chlorin 
V(D+E) (MHz) 
1308+2 
1262+3 
1246+3 b 
1289+3 
1302+4 
ODMR transitions 
V(D-E) 
1085+2 
1085+2 
1085+2 
1085+2 
1079+4 
(MHz) 
in n-octane/4.2K 
v(2E) (MHz) 
223+3 a 
174+4 
161+4 
204+4 
223+4 
a also determined by double resonance (fig. 5.3.1.2) to be 228+5 MHz 
b also determined with the maximum response method to be 1249+2 MHz. 
Note 
The values of v(D+E) and v(D-E) of species 1 are somewhat (7 MHz) higher than 
previously reported [ 3], due to a systematic error in marker frequencies in the 
older measurements. 
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TABLE II Experimental and calculated excitation wavelengths (nm) for chlorin 
in n-octane/4.2 K 
A(calc)a 
635 
631 
628 
622 
613 
612 
A(exp) 
635 
623 
A(calc) 
607 
602 
599 
595 
591 
588 
A(exp) 
608 
603 
599 
590 
588 
A(calc)a 
584 
580 
578 
576 
567 
564 
561 
A(exp) 
585 
578 
568 
562 
a. Calculated from fluorescence emission wavelengths, assuming identical vibra-
tional progressions for the ground- and first excited singlet states. 
b. Experimental fluorescence-excitation wavelengths. 
TABLE III Kinetic constants of the lowest excited triplet spin states of 
chlorin free base in n-octane/4.2 K.a 
Decay rate 
constant (sec ) 
k. 174 + 33 
1
 172+11 
k. 464 + 60 
J
 406 + 33 
\ 23.9 + 2.9 
23.4 + 0.7 
k (4.2 K) 221 + 23 
2 0 0 + 1 2 
370 + 19 
kT(77 K) 325 + 17 
Method 
b 
c 
b 
c 
b 
c 
b 
c 
d 
e 
Relative | Method 
populating rates (%) ! 
p. 3 6 + 8 ! e 
p. 62 + 13 | c 
p k 2 +.5 
Steady state population ' 
i^ .47 +.09 ! f 
n- .34 +.06 ! f 
% .19 +.04 ! f 
a. Spinstates are labeled |i>, |j>, and |k> in decreasing order of zero field 
energy; subscripts i, j, and k attached to the symbols k, p, and n, refer to 
these spin states; k (m=i,j,k) is the total decay rate constant (almost entire-
ly being of non-radiative character) of spin state |m>; similarly p and n 
refer to relative populating rates and steady state populations of Jm>. 
b. Determined following van Dorp's method [3]. 
c. Determined following Clarke's method [5]. 
d. Determined from fluorescence onset at 4.2 K with presence of CW microwave 
radiation at v(D+E) and v(D-E). 
e. Determined from fluorescence onset at 77 K (no microwaves present). 
f. Calculated from k and p measured by method c. 
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Fig. 5.3.1.3. 
Fluorescence excitation spectrum 
of chlorin free base in a n-octane 
single crystal at 4.2 K. Excita-
tion bandwidth 1 nm; detection 
bandwidth 20 nm; detection wave-
length 676 nm; scan rate excita-
tion: 12.5 nm/min. The spectrum 
has been obtained using background-
-subtraction. 
None of the transitions in the D+E region exhibits a significant change of 
its intensity if microwavepower is increased from 1 to 50 mW. Even at power-
levels as low as 1 mW we find considerable saturation broadening. The smallest 
linewidth was measured at 80 uW to be 6.8 MHz for the D-E transition and 4 MHz 
for the D+E transition which is the most intense ODMR transition at this power-
level. Special care was taken to ensure that intensity measurements were only 
made under saturating conditions. 
Fluorescencespectra were identical to those previously published 1 and did 
not change during experiments. A fluorescence-excitation spectrum is shown in 
fig. 5.3.1.3, and exhibits complete wavenumber mirror-symmetry with the fluor-
escence emission spectrum in the 560-635 nm region (see Table II). As is appar-
ent from this Table, the calculated fluorescence excitation spectrum agrees with 
experiment to within 1 nm, which was the resolution of the monochromator. The 
absolute values of wavelengths are accurate to + .5 nm. 
5.3.2 Triplet state kinetics 
From time dependent single resonance experiments, saturating either the 
D+E or D-E transition with a 1-2 msec microwavepulse following the method of 
Van Dorp et al. [3], or with a 50-100 msec microwave pulse following the method 
of Clarke et al. [5], the kinetic parameters of the lowest triplet state T„ 
(species 1) were determined as collected in Table III. The data presented in 
this Table, column b, were obtained by taking the average of several measure-
ments at frequencies at and close to the maximum of the ODMR profile. In separate 
experiments at 77 K and 4.2 K, we determined the mean decay time k„ of T„ by the 
fluorescence-onset method 3 also given in Table III. 
The errors given in Table III for k., k. and k, were determined from the r.m.s. 
deviation between the experimental and calculated fluorescence transients. For 
the k-values, obtained with Van Dorp's method, a regular distribution of 
residues is obtained if two exponentials are used for fitting the calculated 
curve to the experimental transient. Using Clarke's method, we have found an 
instrumental artefact to interfere with our measurements; it consists of an 
exponential with an apparent decay rate of 50 sec , its amplitude increasing 
with light-intensity. Including this 50 sec" component in a double-exponential 
curve-fitting, yielded a regular distribution of residues, and allowed the 
determination of pure decay rates of spin states. It should be noted, that in 
the range of excitation rates employed in our measurements, the experimental 
transients obtained by the method van Dorp can be fitted by double exponential 
with sufficient accuracy, whereas the curve-fitting of data obtained by Clarke's 
method could be carried out using a single exponential (in addition to the 
interfering 50 sec component). 
Errors in p., p., and p, are quoted as standard deviations of the slope of the 
experimental decay-rates vs. light intensity. The errors in n., n., and n, have 
1
 J K 
been calculated as the r.m.s. sum of errors in k's and p's. The decay constants 
at finite light intensity are found to vary somewhat over the profile of the 
microwave transitions: in a region + 3 MHz around the maximum of the profile, 
decay constants did not vary outside the accuracy of our measurements. At larger 
distance from the center of the transition, the decay constants eventually de-
crease to about 50% of the value measured at the top. This may be ascribed to 
a smaller optical excitation rate for molecules at the edge of the absorption 
band which also have slightly shifted zero field resonance positions. If this 
explanation is correct, these shifted resonances arise from molecules in differ-
ent environments. 
5.4 DISCUSSION 
The sequence of spectra shown in fig. 5.3.1.1 A-C can be viewed to arise 
from a slow, light-induced transformation of a chlorin species (1} with reso-
nance-frequencies 1308 and 1085 MHz into a different species (3) with 
v(D+E) = 1246, v(D-E) = 1085 MHz. 
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After long periods of irradiation, both species reach ^ 50/50 equilibrium, as 
judged from their D+E amplitudes in fig. 5.3.1.1 C. A resonance due to a species 
labeled 2 with smaller amplitude appears to be always associated with the 
species 1 resonance; its timedependence and spectral characteristics are undis-
tinguishable from those of species 1; a similar satellite at 1289 MHz (species 
4) is associated with the species 3 resonance. 
Ascribing the different D+E resonances to different chlorih species, we 
have silently assumed that for a single molecule only three resonances can be 
observed at v(D+E), v(D-E) and v(2E); the latter is commonly too weak to be 
observed for photosynthetic pigments. Satellites have been observed in ODMR, 
arising from nuclear quadrupole interaction [10] , but their relative amplitudes 
do not change with time. Therefore, we assign the different D+E resonances to 
different species, where species 1 through 4 have D-E resonance frequencies 
equal to within the M O MHz linewidth at half height of the D-E peak. 
For porphin free base in n-octane, similar light induced changes have been 
observed both by optical spectroscopy [ 6] and magnetic resonance [7]. There are 
some striking differences with the behaviour of chlorin, however: for porphin 
in n-octane at 1.2 K, a quasi-line fluorescence spectrum was observed [7], each 
fluorescence-"line" being doubled with a splitting of 'v 65 cm . The ODMR spec-
trum [6] exhibits similar doubling of D-E and D+E transitions; the correlation 
of each separate pair of D-E and D+E transitions and their associated fluores-
cence-progressions with two physically distinct species (i.e. tautomers) has 
been convincingly demonstrated [ 6]. Under broadband excitation, one observes 
both species by ODMR and fluorescence with almost equal amplitude. Photoinduced 
transformation of one species into the other can be achieved by selective opti-
cal absorption of one species, using laser irradiation [111. This phototauto-
merism involves a rotation of the H-H axis in porphin free base by 90 , as is 
confirmed by high field EPR [ 7] . 
The possibility to distinguish porphin tautomers by different fluorescence 
and ODMR transitions is evident from fig. 5.4.1.A, since the crystalfield 
interacting with either the first excited singlet state (S..} or the lowest ex-
cited triplet state (T„) has lower than D., symmetry causing the energy of S.. 
and zero field splitting (ZFS) of T„ of both tautomers to be slightly different. 
For the groundstate, the energy difference between both tautomers is apperantly 
so small that they occur in equal statistical weight when a liquid solution of 
porphin in n-octane is slowly crystallized into a single crystal. 
For chlorin free base we have a quite different situation as depicted in 
fig. 5.4.1.B: the potential energy surface of the chlorin dianion skeleton after 
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Fig. 5.4.1. 
A: Porphin free base in a crystal 
site with lower than D, symmetry; 
B: Chlorin free base in a similar 
crystal site. Skeletons of porphin 
and chlorin free base have been 
represented by fully drawn lines, 
the crystal environment by dashed 
lines. Rotated porphin/chlorin 
skeletons have been labeled by 1 
and 2 in A and B, whereas rotation 
of protons within the chlorin 
skeleton results in 3 and 4 in 
diagram B. 
removal of the two inner protons has C, symmetry, thus making both tautomers to 
occur with unequal statistical weight in the groundstate if a solution of 
chlorin in n-octane is slowly crystallized. In fact, a previous study [ 1] has 
shown, that the tautomer with the H-H axis parallel to the pyrrole saturated 
bond is almost exclusively present in fresh samples of chlorin in n-octane single 
crystals. Now, broadband excitation at a, 400 nm of such a sample induces the 
transformation to one tautomer into the other, until a 50/50 mixture is reached. 
Prolonged broadband irradiation leaves this ratio unchanged, as found by com-
paring ODMR spectra. The constant integrated intensity in the D+E region for 
different excitation periods relative to that of the D-E transition provides 
another argument that the single tautomer which was originally present, is trans-
formed into a second one until equilibrium is reached. When the exciting light 
is turned off, the proton pairs remain fixed in both positions, at least at 4.2 K. 
Returning to fig. 5.3.1.1. it can be understood why at least one of the 
chlorin ODMR resonances (D+E) is split into four different peaks after long 
periods of excitation, in contrast with porphin free base exhibiting only two 
resonances for the D+E as well as the D-E transition; we note that two chlorin 
dianion skeletons obtained by removing two protons from chlorin free base and 
rotated by 90 about an axis perpendicular to the chlorin plane, within a crystal 
site with lower than fourfold symmetry, are physically non-equivalent (cf. fig. 
5.4.1.B 1 vs. 2, and 3 vs. 4); each of the non-equivalent orientations may carry 
two protons with a H-H axis parallel or perpendicular to the in-plane Cy axis 
of chlorin, yielding a total of four distinguishable chlorin molecules. The 
resonances 1-4 of fig. 5.3.1.1. have been assigned to those four different 
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chlorin molecules in fig. 5.4.1.B, such that the pairs of resonances 1/3 and 2/4 
result from a rotation of protons, whereas the pairs 1/2 and 3/4 arise from a 
rotation of the chlorin skeleton within the crystal lattice. Note that the 
splitting v^D+E) - v2(D+E) = 46 MHz is very close to v4(D+E) - v3(D+E) = 43 MHz, 
which is expected for the same crystal field acting on structurally similar 
tautomers. 
If the previous assignment is correct, removing the orientational inequiva-
lency of the chlorin skeleton within the crystal lattice by transformation of 
chlorin into porphin free base would cause the resonances 1 and 4 as well as 2 
and 3 to coalesce. For the D+E transitions of chlorin we obtain 
1 {v., (D+E] + v4(D+E)} - i {v2(D+E) + v3(D+E)} = 44 MHZ 
The splitting of the D-E transitions is within the linewidth of ' W MHz. 
The pronounced difference between both splittings is very similar to that 
observed for porphin free base: 33 and 4 MHz, respectively [ 6] and is also 
found in ODMR spectra of photosynthetic pigments in solid alkane matrices [ 9]. 
By inspection of fig. 5.4.1 we may obtain the splitting of the D+E resonances due 
to rotation of protons alone, i.e. in the absence of crystal field splittings: 
by rotation of the entire chlorin molecule, including protons in fixed positions, 
within the crystal site, symbolized by a rectangular box, we observe diagrams 1-4 
to be transformed into each other as 1 ++ 2 and 3 -«-»• 4. Thus, the average values 
I (v1 + v2) and \ (v, + x>.) represent resonances for which the effect of the 
orientation of the chlorin molecule within the lattice site, i.e. crystal field 
splittings, have been eliminated. 
The difference \ (v.. + v2) - \ (v, + v.) = 18 MHz represents the purely 
tautomeric splitting of D+E resonances for chlorin structures with the H-H axis 
parallel and perpendicular to the saturated pyrrole bond. 
Averaging over both orientations of the H-H axis in the chlorin skeleton 
restores D., symmetry and one expects the molecule to become insensitive to the 
orientation within the crystalsite. This means that the average \ (v., + v,) 
should approximately coincide with \ (v? + v.] which is indeed found from 
Table I. 
The absence of a resolved crystal field splitting in the fluorescence 
spectrum of chlorin is in striking contrast with the 65 cm" splitting observed 
throughout the porphin free base fluorescence spectrum [6]. Such a splitting is 
also absent in the fluorescence excitation spectrum of chlorin, shown in fig. 
5.3.1.3. Probably one of the Q transitions (in our axis system, shown in fig. 
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5.1.2, designated as 0 , corresponding to Q in Goutermans work 12 } hides in 
the 480 nm region which was not accessible under the conditions of our experi-
ment. The Q fluorescence excitation spectrum is an almost perfect mirror image 
of the fluorescence spectrum. Although the different behaviour of porphin and 
chlorin free base in n-octane single crystals is not yet understood, there is no 
doubt that both species previously denoted by 1 and 3, and their respective 
partners 2 and 4, all have fluorescence spectra coinciding to within experiment-
al error. 
Finally, we want to comment on the kinetic data, presented in Table III: 
The k values quoted in Table III exhibit some differences with previously 
published results [3,4]. For k, (= k in the molecular axis system of fig. 5.1.11 
there is excellent agreement, whereas k. (= k ) in Table III is equal within 
experimental error to the previously reported value. For k. (= k ), however, the 
1 x 
presently determined value is considerably higher than in ref.[ 3] and [4] . This is 
probably due to a 50 sec contamination, mentioned above, of the older data. 
We cannot exclude that the tabulated decay constants are contaminated by 
spinlattice relaxation; this contribution can be shown to be small for the 
extrapolated values \ (k. + k,) and \ (k. + k, ] [ 2] . The mean decay constant 
k~ = ^  (k. + k. + k, ) calculated from the data of Table III following methods 
b and c does not agree with the value obtained from fluorescence onset experi-
ments at 4.2 and 77 K. The 4.2 K experimental value of k~, obtained from double-
resonance experiments may be too fast if saturation is incomplete, evidence for 
which has been found in section 5.3.1. For the discrepancy between kT obtained 
at 77 K and the caculated value w (k. + k. + k, ) we do not have a satisfactory 
explanation. 
Finally, we note that the spin state labels i, j, and k can be identified 
with y, x, and z as in [ 3] . 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTERACTION OF LIGHT AND MICROWAVES 
WITH PHEOPHYTINS 
Sievert J. van der Bent and Tjeerd J. Schaafsma 
(submitted for publication in Chem.Phys.Lett.) 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Optical spectroscopy of photosynthetic pigments has been frequently used 
for their identification as well as for defining solute-solute and solute-solvent 
interactions. Interpretation of the results of such optical studies is compli-
cated, since absorption- and emission spectra usually consist of broad 
(>300-400cm ) overlapping bands, resulting from different species, with 
different molecular structure or in different environments. 
This handicap is particularly troublesome in spectroscopic studies of intact 
biological systems, such as in vivo photosynthetic units, containing a multi-
component mixture of pigments in various environments. In this paper, we want to 
demonstrate how Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance (ODMR) [ 1] can be helpful 
in discriminating photosynthetic pigments in various environments, using pheo-
phytin-a in solid n-octane as an illustration. 
In ODMR, transitions between pairs of spin levels of the lowest triplet 
state T„ are induced by microwave absorption and detected by their effect on the 
rate of emission (or absorption) of optical quanta from (or into) any level 
participating in an optical pumping cycle including T„. Noting that the triplet 
zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters are sensitive to molecular structure, state 
of aggregation, and molecular environment, we have reversed the usual ODMR 
procedure by observing only those emissionbands which in our case are part of 
the fluorescence spectrum, and which are linked to a particular ODMR transition. 
In this way, microwave-modulated fluorescence spectra with a reduced inhomogeneous 
linewidth have been obtained from samples exhibiting broad fluorescence bands in 
the absence of microwave modulation. A similar technique has been developed by 
El Sayed and his group for decomposing phosphorescence spectra of various traps 
in doped molecular crystals [ 2]. 
As it turns out, increasing pigment-solvent interaction not only changes 
the magnitude of the ZFS parameters, but also can increase the rate of spin-
-lattice relaxation (SLR). This phenomenon is important for triplet traps in 
biological systems which can be coupled to the lattice via electron-phonon 
coupling, even at T % IK. SLR in such in vivo units is relatively fast as 
compared to in vitro relaxation [ 3]. 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL 
Pheophytin-a (in the following abbreviated as Ph-a) was prepared from 
chlorophyll [ 4]. Dry n-octane freed from UV absorbing impurities by chromatogra-
phy [ 5] was used as a solvent. 
Ph-a in n-octane solution to which ethanol had been added in slight excess 
of pheophytin was quickly frozen by immersion into liquid nitrogen and then into 
liquid helium. ODMR spectra at various fluorescence wavelengths were obtained 
using a set-up, outlined in fig. 6.2.1 and described in detail elsewhere [6]. 
Microwave modulated fluorescence spectra were recorded by 18 Hz amplitude-
-modulation of the microwave source (Hewlett-Packard 8690B/8699B) and phase-
-sensitive detection (Brookdeal 411/422) at the modulation frequency of the 
a.c. component of the fluorescence emission. An RCA C31034 A photomultiplier was 
used for fluorescence detection in combination with a Spex Minimate mono-
chromator. Zero-field ODMR spectra were recorded using a Hewlett-Packard 5480 B 
Signal Analyzer for S/N improvement. 
6.3 RESULTS 
Fig. 6.3.1 represents an ODMR spectrum of Ph-a in n-octane containing a 
small amount of ethanol. A strong transition corresponding to a decrease of flu-
orescence is found at 980 + 10vMHz; at 1110+5 MHz and 1160 + 20 MHz the fluor-
escence intensity exhibits peaks corresponding to a decrease and an increase, 
respectively. This' spectrum is obtained with wide-band fluorescence detection 
(A = 665 - 685 nm) covering most of the main emission-band. Close inspection 
reveals the presence of a small shoulder at 668 nm, a dominant maximum at 675 nm 
and an unresolved shoulder at ^  683 nm (see dotted line in fig. 6.3.3}. 
Experimental set-up for the measure-
ment of microwave-modulated fluores-
cence spectra; F = filters, lenses; 
C = capacitor; H = helix containing 
sample kept at 4.2 K; L = 900 Watt 
Osram XBO Superhigh pressure xenon 
arc; P.G. = pulse generator; M.G. = 
microwave generator; P.S.D. = phase-
-sensitive detector; P.M./M. = photo-
multiplier/monochromator; If and If 
represent the microwave-modulated and 
total fluorescence emission, respec-
tively; Ref. = reference signal. 
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Figure 6.3.1 
ODMR spectrum of pheophytin-a (10 M) 
in n-octane containing ethanol in slight 
excess of 10_5M; T = 4.2 K; Sweep-rate 
1300 MHz/sec; Fluorescence detection 
band 675 + 10 nm; 1 - 3 refer to text. 
Note that transitions 1 and 2 corre-
spond to a decrease and 3 to an 
increase of fluorescence intensity. 
600 sSo iooo 1200 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCY I MHz ] 
Monitoring this spectrum at 667.5 nm with a 1 nm detection bandwidth, re-
sults in the ODMR spectrum labeled A in fig. 6.3.2, exhibiting two microwave 
resonances of ^  30 MHz width, both of which correspond to a decrease of fluor-
escence; ODMR spectra, labeled B and C in fig. 6.3.2 were taken at 675 and 683 
nm, respectively, with a detection bandwidth of 1 nm. Clearly, a redshift of 
the fluorescence detection wavelength corresponds to a change of the shape of 
the ODMR spectrum: the amplitude of the high frequency transition in the 1100 
MHz region first decreases and then reverses sign upon a redshift of the fluor-
escence detection wavelength. Simultaneously, the top of this ODMR peak shifts 
to higher frequency. The 980 MHz transition does not show such a conspicuous 
change of amplitude when the fluorescence detection wavelength increases, but 
shifts to lower frequency. 
Similar effects have been observed for pheophytin-b (Ph b) in n-octane, 
doped with a trace of diethylether. Table I collects the observed ZFS para-
meters for both compounds. The Ph-b D-value agrees with previous measurements 
(R.H. Clarke, private communication). 
Table I. ZFS parameters of Ph-a and Ph-b in n-octane at 4.2 K. 
Compound 
Ph-a 
Ph-b 
D (x 104cm ') 
350+2 
348+2 
353+7 
361+5 
366+5 
E (x 
20+1 
25+1 
33+3 
32+3 
-
104cm ') 
b 
Fluorescen 
tion wavel 
667.5 (+.5) 
675(+.5) 
683(+.5) 
660(+10) 
660(+10) 
a. Number in parentheses indicates fluorescence detection bandwidth. 
b. Number uncertain. 
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Figure 6.3.2. 
Zero-field ODMR spectra of pheophytin-a 
(10~5M) in n-octane at 4.2 K with fluor-
escence detection at (A)_ 667.5 nm, (B) 
675 nm, and (C) 683 nm. Detection band-
width 1 nm; excitation 375 - 475 nm. 
Spectra A-C have been recorded at dif-
ferent gain. Spectra A and B are the 
result of 2048 accumulations, whereas C 
represents 2 1 3 accumulations. Sweep-
rate: 1300 MHz per second; microwave-
power input + 10 dBm. 
Figure 6.3.3. 
Microwave-modulated fluorescence spectra 
(solid lines), detected by 18 Hz micro-
wave amplitude modulation at 1110 MHz 
(A), 970 MHz (B), and 1142 MHz (C) . 
Scanning speed 12.5 nm/min. Fluorescence 
detection bandwidth 1 nm. The dashed 
line represents the unmodulated fluor-
escence spectrum. 
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In a reverse experiment, amplitude-modulated microwave radiation, the fre-
quency of which has been adjusted to a particular region of the ODMR spectrum, is 
applied to the sample. Using phase-sensitive detection of the fluorescence output 
at the modulation frequency, we obtain fluorescence spectra of Ph-a corresponding 
to a particular value of the triplet zero-field splitting. The results of three 
such experiments are shown in fig. 6.3.3, clearly demonstrating that the weak 
shoulder in the fluorescence spectrum at 667.5 run corresponds to a species with 
ODMR transition at 1110 MHz (fig. 6.3.3.A). Similarly, other components of the 
fluorescence spectrum can be selectively enhanced by monitoring other regions of 
the ODMR spectrum (Figs. 6.3.3.B.C). Slow scanning speeds are required to prevent 
distortion of microwave modulated fluorescence spectra, occurring when the micro-
wave modulation frequency is close to dlr/dt, the rate of change of fluorescence 
intensity, when scanning through the fluorescence spectrum. The apparent nega-
tive sign of the microwave modulated fluorescence spectrum in the 680 run region, 
shown in fig. 6.3.3.C, does not originate from such an instrumental artifact, 
but is of course related to the opposite sign of the ODMR transition marked with 
3 w.r.t. the transitions 1 and 2 (see fig. 6.3.1]. Distortions can be almost 
completely avoided at a scanning speed of 12.5 nm/min. and a modulation frequen-
cy of 18 Hz; of course, these numbers cannot be considered to be generally valid, 
since they depend on the shape of the fluorescence spectrum, the kinetics of the 
triplet state, and the desired resolution of the microwave modulated spectrum. 
Our results provide evidence that both the fluorescence spectrum and the 
ODMR spectrum are inhomogeneously broadened, the emission maxima occurring at 
667.5, 675, and 683 nm, corresponding to pairs of ODMR transitions at 
990+5/1110+5 MHz, 970+5/1120+5 MHz, and 960+5/1160+20 MHz. 
In order to decide, whether the inhomogeneous broadening of the fluorescence 
spectrum results from different forms of Ph-a aggregation or from different 
environments, we increased the amount of ethanol in the n-octane solution. This 
results in a relative increase of the 675 and 683 nm bands at the cost of the 
667.5 transition, indicating that the red-shifted transitions are associated 
with Ph-a in a more polar environment. Since ethanol is sufficiently polar to 
cause disaggregation of Ph-a, the relative increase of the intensity of the 
fluorescence bands at 675 and 683 nm excludes the possibility that these bands 
arise from pigment in an aggregated state. 
All ODMR transitions are from Ph-a since a control absorption spectrum of 
the n-octane solution after completion of the ODMR experiment completely agrees 
with published data of the pure compound [ 7]. Monitoring the fluorescence 
emission at one of the wavelengths corresponding to ODMR transitions labeled 
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A-C, and analyzing the timedependence of this emission when a saturating micro-
wave pulse is applied at position 1, 2 or 3 in fig. 6.3.1, approximate values 
can be obtained for the radiationless decay constants of the individual triplet 
spinlevels. For the 667.5 nm species, these constants are found to be k. ^  750 
-1 -1 -1 1 
sec , k. ^  1000 sec , k, ^  90 sec with a relative error of 40%. At 675 nm 
these numbers show a roughly fourfold increase, whereas in the far-red wing of 
the fluorescence (720 nm], we approach again the values obtained at 667.5 nm. 
As will be discussed below in more detail, spin-lattice relaxation between spin 
levels contributes to the experimental decay constants. 
Except for k , these constants were found to depend on the intensity of the 
exciting light. The values quoted above were obtained by extrapolating to zero 
1ight-intens ity. 
6.4 DISCUSSION 
Considering an optical pumping cycle comprising Sn, S.. and T„ (see fig. 
6.4.1), the fluorescence intensity during continuous optical excitation is 
given by 
J. _p — K p O-j = a{N - TQ } (D 
where 
krk 
_ f exc 
ISC 
(1a) 
and the rate constants k,-, kTQr, and k are defined in the same figure; N, 
I J. OLJ C A C 
S„ and T0 denote the total concentration, and the concentration of ground-
and triplet state molecules, respectively. All concentrations are expressed in 
number per unit volume. 
S0-
\ 
,' ki.kj.kk. 
Fig. 6.4.1. 
Optical pumping cycle, comprising 
groundstate Sn, first excited singlet 
state S., and lowest excited triplet 
state T„; k is the rate constant for 0 exc 
optical excitation S.-^ -S. , kf is the 
radiative rate constant for fluores-
cence, k
 r is the rate constant for 
S.-KTn intersystem crossing, and k. , k., 
k are the total decay rates of spin J 
states |i>, |i>, and lk> of T 0" 
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The spin states of the lowest triplet state T„ are labeled |m> = |i>, |j>, 
and |k> and are non-degenerate for pheophytins lacking any symmetry. Fig. 6,4.2 
depicts the situation for the lowest TTTT triplet state of this compound. By 
analogy with planar aromatics [8], |i>, |j>, and |k> correspond to spins moving 
in the planes x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0, respectively, where x and y axes are 
arbitrarily oriented in the molecular plane and z is perpendicular to it. 
• m m ' 
By absorption of microwaves at a frequency v resonant with the separa-
tion (in frequency units} between |m> and |m'>, the concentration of triplets 
changes by an amount A T„ , resulting in a change of fluorescence intensity 
AT mm' -aA T, 0 (2) 
In the absence of SLR, it has been derived [9] that A T„ is given by 
A Tn = - a (k- - k.) (k. + k.} 1 (n? - n°l 0 ^ l y ^ l y- v i y (3) 
for the transition v •", where the decay constants k. and k. are defined in fig. 
o 6.4.2, and steady state populations n are related to populating rates 
IP Sn m 0 P' and decay constants k by 
m ' m ' 
n = P'/k (m = i,i,k) 
m m m v '
J
'
 x (4) 
where the superscript o symbolizes the absence of SLR, I denotes the intensity 
of the exciting light in dimensionless units, and P is the rate constant for 
populating spinlevel |m> in sec . 
In the presence of SLR, expressions analogous to (3} can be derived by 
solving the set of steady state rate equations for n of spin states |m>, 
using the symbols k , P* n , and w as defined in fig. 6.4.2: 6
 ' m' m' m' 6 
pi\ 
~*—f" 
Fig. 6.4.2. 
Decay rates constants k., k. and k, , 
populating rates P', P!, P', and 
isotropic relaxation rate constants w 
for spinstates |i>, !.]>> and |k> of the 
lowest excited triplet state T_. 
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Pm " (km + 3 w ) nm + w Z nm = ° (m = i» j 'k) (5} 
m 
where we have made the simplifying approximation that w , = w, i.e. all relaxa-
tion rate constants are taken to be equal. This also implies that w , = w , , 
n r
 mm' m'm' 
thus we do not include Boltzmann equilibrium except in the high temperature 
limit, where the difference between w , and w , is the only factor determining 
mm' m'm ' 6 
the (very small) amplitude of the ODMR signals. 
Before solving (5), we note that for unsubstituted dihydroporphin free 
base, which is a suitable model for the chromophoric group of pheophytin-a, 
k, « k-,k. and P' « P' P!. k i' j k 1' j 
We distinguish three cases (i) w « k.k-, w not » k, 1 j K 
(ii) w » kk 
(iii) w » k-.k-.k, and w , = w , exp (- AE , /kT) v J
 i' i' k mm' m'm F v m'm' ' 
where AE , = fc , - E and E , E , denote the 
m'm m' m m' m' 
energies of spinlevels |m> and |m'>, 
and impose the conditions n- = n, for the transition at D+E, and n. = n, for the 
transition at D-E, in order to obtain the steady-state amplitudes of the zero-
field resonance signals Alp (D-E) and Alp (D+E). 
In case (i), straightforward algebraic manipulation of (5) with the condi-
tion n. = n, , n. = n, , respectively, leads to the following expressions at low 
excitation rate: 
AI£(D+E) = - a (kk + 2w)"1 {kk(n° - n°) + w (n° - n°)} (6a) 
AI£(D-E) = - a (kk + 2w)"1 {kk(n? - n°) - w (n° - n°) } (6b) 
We note that both transitions for Ph-a have negative sign, implying n-, n. > nk, 
provided k, < k., k-. If also n? > n°, Alp (D+E) in the presence of SLR approaches 
I {hl°r (D+E) - AI° (D-E)} = Alp as follows from (6a,b) and defining AI° (D+E) 
and Alp (D-E) as the amplitudes of transitions at D+E and D-E in the absence of 
SLR; AIp(D-E) approaches - AI° and thus changes sign with increasing SLR. If 
n? < n?, the behaviour of AIp(D+E) and AIp(D-E) is interchanged. Generally, it 
can be shown, that if D+E and D-E transitions have the same sign (either 
positive or negative) in the absence of SLR, the weakest transition will change 
sign, whereas the strongest transition does not, at an increase of w in the 
regime where w «, k-, k-, » k,. By comparison of these predictions with fig. 
6.3.2.A-C we may conclude that for Ph-a in n-octane n. < n?, if SLR is respon-
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exhibit ODMR spectra when dissolved in apolar solvents, such as n-octane. In 
view of the observed shifts of fluorescence spectra of photosynthetic compounds 
in polar solvents, it is plausible to assume in such solvents a strong electron-
phonon coupling with the lattice, providing an effective SLR mechanism. It 
appears interesting to study SLR effects in the triplet state of molecules, 
which are expected to have a strongly anisotropic interaction with a polar sol-
vent; such studies could provide valuable information about the direction and 
strength of solvent-solute interactions. 
We want to make two concluding comments; firstly, there is an alternative 
explanation for the changes in the ODMR spectra observed when increasingly red 
shifted fluorescence bands are monitored. If either k, would gradually decrease 
w.r.t. k. and k., and/or P,' would increase w.r.t. P! and P!, when one traverses 1 j' k 1 j> 
the fluorescence spectrum in the direction of longer wavelength, the signs of 
n. - n? and n. - n?, which determine the signs of the D+E and D-E transitions, 
respectively, might change. Such a change of decay constants and populating 
rates has no theoretical basis, however, and has not been found for kinetic con-
stants of other photosynthetic pigments in polar glasses as determined by high 
field ESR 12 . Secondly we note that no mention has been made of the third 
transition at v1-' = 2E. As is found for all photosynthetic pigments studied sofar 
15 k., k. » k,. Then from (3) it is clear that the factor (k^k.) (k^k.) 
can easily reduce the 2E signal amplitude below the detection limits of our 
apparatus. 
Summarizing, we may conclude, that the combination of fluorescence emission 
and microwave absorption, such as is realized in fluorescence detected QDMR, and 
applied to the example of Ph-a in an n-octane host doped with ethanol, provides 
suitable means to distinguish between various chemically indistinguistable spe-
cies. Introduction of polar solvent molecules near to the fluorescent solute 
causes a fluorescence redshift, common for TTTT transitions, an increase of the 
frequency difference of the D+E and D-E ODMR transitions, and an increase of 
SLR rate. Microwave modulated fluorescence spectra obtained by monitoring par-
ticular ODMR transitions may be helpful for resolving a composite fluorescence 
band into its components, corresponding to various physically distinct species. 
An interpretation of optical and microwave shifts and their relation has been 
omitted from this report, since it is outside the scope of this study, and has 
been presented elsewhere for chlorophyll-a [11]. 
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CHAPTER 7 
APPLICATION OF ODMR TO WHOLE ALGAE 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
In section 7.3 of this chapter we present a reprint of our previously 
published paper on ODMR experiments on intact algae. This introduction con-
tains some additional data and comments. On the basis of experimental re-
sults, represented in section 7.3.2, we have concluded that the observed 
signals originate from monomeric chlorophyll-a in antennapigment of photo-
system I or II. 
In a recent paper by Clarke et al [ 1], after our experiments has been 
published, this conclusion was criticized, since the agreement between the 
ZFS values of the ODMR spectra of Anacystis nidulans and in vitro chloro-
fyll-a does not provide sufficient proof that we observe monomeric chloro-
phyll-a in the alga. 
Following Clarke it cannot be excluded that we have observed the reaction 
center, provided it consists of a parallel pair of chlorophylls oriented as 
in Fong's model [ 2] , since exciton theory for a dimeric triplet predicts 
the ZFS values to remain unchanged w.r.t. those of the monomer, if both 
monomers have a plane-parallel orientation [ 1] ; on may add that this cri-
ticism only holds if there is no charge transfer between the chlorophylls 
in Fong's model since otherwise there will be a change of D and E values 
as compared to those of monomeric chlorophyll. 
The fact that we can only observe the zero field signals by monitoring the 
fluorescence at 713 run or longer wavelengths is an indication that the sig-
nals originate from aggregated chlorophyll [ 3] . Antenna chlorophyll arranged 
as in a recent model [ 4] should have reduced D values compared to in vitro 
monomeric chlorophyll, however. It is clear that further experiments are 
needed to clarify the exact source of our ODMR spectra in algae. 
Concerning the 713 nm emission, there are some necessary comments to 
make. Firstly, it is not necessary that the triplet signal which we observe 
in a sample with fast energy transfer between chlorophyll molecules is 
originating from the triplet state of a molecule of which the fluorescence 
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is monitored. Secondly in the case of Anaoystis Nidulans the ODMR spectrum 
was only observable in the presence of DCMU or dithionite, but for Chlorella 
vulgaris it was possible to observe an ODMR spectrum (although with lower 
S/N ratio) at 4.2 K without the addition of blocking agents. The reason for 
this different behaviour is as yet not clear. The fact, that for Anaoystis 
signals are only observed in the presence of DCMU provides evidence however, 
that the signals do not originate from chlorophyll loosened from the algae 
by sample treatment as suggested by Clarke [ 1] . Such chlorophyll would not 
be sensitive for the presence of DCMU. 
The ODMR line which we assign to pheophytin-a is not observed monitoring 
the fluorescence at 740 nm. 
Almost simultaneously with our work Nissani et al [ 5] published results 
on high-field EPR on whole cells of Chlamydomonas reirihardi. 
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7 . 3 DETECTION OF TRIPLET STATES IN ALGAE BY ZERO-FIELD RESONANCE 
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SUMMARY Triplet states have been detected and characterized by zero-field 
splitting parameters in Anacystis nidulans, Euglena gracilis, Porphyr id ium 
cruentum, and Chlorella vulgaris, using fluorescence-detected magnetic 
resonance in zero-field at 4.2 K. Monitoring the 720 nm photosystem I 
emission, transitions between triplet spin levels have been assigned to 
antenna chlorophyll of one of both photosystems; photochemical reactions of 
chlorophyll are observed in the presence of an inhibitor and strong light, 
probably resulting in photoreduction and pheophytinization. 
7.3.1 
INTRODUCTION Triplet states have been detected in several photosynthesizing 
organisms (1-4) using magnetic resonance methods. The recently developed 
method of FDMR (5,6) appears to be very suitable to study the primary 
processes in photosynthesis using the triplet state as an internal probe, by 
monitoring fluorescence bands assigned to different parts of the PSU. In 
contrast with singlet states, triplet states are perturbed by (short-range) 
magnetic- rather than electric fields, and thus reflect molecular properties 
of pigments in the PSU, more than environmental effects. Here we report FDMR 
experiments on four types of algae, (blue-green) Anacystis nidulans, (red) 
Porphyridium cruentum and (green) Chlorella vulgaris and Euglena gracilis. 
No FDMR signals were obtained for Synechococus cedrorum, Phaeodactylum 
tricornutum and Visscheria stellata. 
METHODS Immediately before experiment, algae were suspended in ethylene-
glycol/H 0 2:1 mixture, forming a glass at 4.2 K by immersion into liquid 
helium. Blue light (400-525 nm) excites the sample by reflection from a 
Abbreviations: 
FDMR: fluorescence detected magnetic resonance in zero magnetic field. 
PSU: photosynthetic unit 
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ANACYSTIS 
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ETH.GLYCOL 
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Figure 1 Surface-detected fluorescence spectrum of Anacystis nidulans 
in ethylene-glycol/H O 2:1 glass at 4.2 K in the presence of 10~5 M DCMU. 
Figure 2 FDMR spectrum of Anacystis nidulans detected at 713 nm Chi 
fluorescence in the presence of 10~5 M DCMU. Detection bandwidth 40 nm. 
Figure 3 FDMR spectrum of same alga with DCMU replaced by 10 M 
dithionite; other experimental conditions identical to those of Fig. 1,2. 
Figure 4 Blank experiment of alga without blocking agent; other 
experimental conditions identical to those in Figs. 1-3. 
dichroic mirror, transmitting fluorescence (> 600 nm) to an RCA 31034 photo-
multiplier cooled to -35°C, after passing through a .25 m Spex Minimate 
monochromator. Variable frequency microwave radiation was applied employing 
a helical slow-wave structure, surrounding the alga sample Fluorescence was 
monitored when the microwave frequency was swept through the 10-1300 MHz 
range. For further details, we refer to ref. 7. 
7.3.2 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION If the main Chi- fluorescence band (see Fig. 1) of 
Anacystis nidulans at its maximum at 713.5 nm (with a 20 nm bandwidth) is 
monitored with microwaves swept from 10-1300 MHz, FDMR spectra were measured 
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as shown in Figs. 2, 3 if DCMU (10 M) or dithionite (10~ M) was added 
before illumination. In the absence of inhibitors, no spectrum was observed 
(Fig. 4). Table I collects triplet state parameters of Anacystis and three 
other algae, in additon to those of some relevant compounds in vitro. 
With Anacystis, four different types of FDMR spectra can be distinguished. 
In the presence of DCMU, and monitoring fluorescence at X = 713.5 ± 20 nm, 
r 
transitions A and B are detected, as shown in Fig. 2; at X = 738 ± 20 nm, 
F 
only A transitions are observed, whereas no resonances are found at A = 660 
nm (phycocyanineband) and A = 685 and 694 nm (bands of P.S. II antenna 
Chlorophyll (8)). Thus, A and B transitions have a separate origin. It was 
concluded that resonances at 965 and 735 MHz correspond to D+E and D-E 
transitions of one and the same species A, whereas the broad transition at 
1110 MHz is D+E of a different species B, the D-E transition of which is 
obscured by the D+E resonance of species A (9). Repeating the experiment with 
dithionite instead of DCMU eventually leads to disappearance of A and 
appearance of a similar, but displaced FDMR spectrum, with components C and 
D (Fig. 3). This may suggest that formation of species C occurs via the 
triplet state of A. Although the Chi 713 nm fluorescence decreases to 
roughly half of its original value during irradiation for ^8 hrs, the 
species A resonances are completely replaced by B; this means that only 
those Chi molecules which are observable as triplets, are completely photo-
transformed into species B. The latter one is tentatively assigned as 
photoreduced Chi. 
With Chlorella in strong blue light illumination, FDMR spectra of type A 
were observed even in the absence of DCMU. Prolonged (^ 8 hrs) illumination 
with blue light at 4.2 K and in the presence of DCMU, resulted in a super-
position of type A and C transitions, whereas. B and D resonances are absent 
when measured close to the 720 fluorescence maximum. With Euglena (+DCMU), 
Chi = chlorophyll-a; DCMU = 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-l, 1-dimethylurea; 
P.S. = photosystem. 
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Table I. ZFS parameters of algae triple states 
4 -l b 4 -l b 
Alga |D| x 10 cm |E| x 10 cm" 
Anacystis nidulans 
A 283 38 
B 348 21 
C 311 38 
D 366 20 
Porphyridium cruentum 283 37 
Euglena gracilis 297 37 
Chlorella A 288 38 
C 311 38 
Chlorophyll-a in 
EtOH 287 36 
Pheophytin-a in 
MTHF° 341 33 
a. Measured at T = 4.2 K; b. ZFS parameters defined as |D| = —12 j, 
E = l/2|x - Y|, where X, Y, Z define energies of triplet spin states 
in zero magnetic field; c. MTHF = 3-methyltetrahydrofuran. 
type A resonances were detected only in the early stages of the experiment, 
the final result being of the C type, but without D. 
By comparison with in vitro ZFS values (Table I), the transitions A found 
in Anacystis are assigned to monomeric Chi, being part of the P.S. I or II 
antenna pigment, since reaction center Chi is expected to have smaller ZFS 
parameters due to spin derealization in a special Chi pair or oligomer, 
analogous to bacterial reaction centers (1,2). Since no resonances are 
observed at 685 and 695 nm, known to be associated with P.S. II antenna 
ZFS = zero field splitting 
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chlorophyll, whereas on the other hand these bands are enhanced by DCMU 
(10), further experiments should decide in which part of the PSU species A 
is located. Species B may be pheophytin-a, resulting from known photocon-
version of Chi (11) , in view of its in vitro ZFS parameters (Table I). 
In the presence of a strong reductant, such as dithionite, triplet state Chi 
(species A) may be photoreduced to a compound with unknown structure, 
emitting fluorescence at 620, 651 and 731 nm (12), and thus observable as 
species C in the monitoring fluorescence band (700 ± 40 nm in this experi-
ment) . If C is photoreduced Chi, it can be readily pheophytinized to D (12). 
Further work on isolated chlorophyll-protein complexes is in progress. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT One of the authors (T.J.S.) thanks Dr. Govindjee for a 
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APPENDIX I 
In this Appendix, we define yields as used in Chapter 3; fig. 1 con-
tains all relevant levels and is identical to fig. 3.2.1. of Chapter 3. 
The fluorescence yield fyAl) is defined as the number of photons emitted 
per second, divided by the number of S„ -»• S (i = 1,2,...) excitations 
per second in the absence of T-T absorption. We use the definition of 
parameters I,I',k , ,n and states |i> from Chapter 3,if necessary labeled 
with spin index m = i,j ,k. When the S1 •> S,, process is purely radiative, 
which is assumed to be valid in our case, we find 
* £ (1 ) = 
Furthermore 
•
 fC2) = 
k21n2 
Ik12n1 
k21n2 
Ik13n1 
for Sn -*- S excitation 
for S„ •+ S? excitation 
(1a) 
(1b) 
We define the yield ()>m„p (i) as the number of molecules formed per second 
S excitations per second in the state T m> divided by the number of Sn o' J U 
in the absence of T-T absorption. Assuming conservation of spin orienta 
tion w.r.t. the molecular frame during IC in the triplet manifold (i.e. 
taking all SLR rates in excited triplet states (except T„) to be small 
compared to IC and ISC rates) it follows that 
Tn 
IO> 
Fig. 1 
Level diagram of the relevant singlet 
states S , S , S , triplet states T , 
T_, and deactivation pathways 
|3>-
|2> 
M> 
Si 
So 
w 
I 
-|6> 
*^5> 
To, |4> 
T 
involved in an optical pumping cycle; 
levels are numbered |1> through |6>; 
fully drawn lines denote optically 
allowed transitions; dashed lines 
mark radiationless transitions 
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•?SC™ s 1^1 C2a) 
k™ n , • k™ n m j . m r-51 - 24 2 54 5 ,~ *. 
W 2 ) = ik13 n i (2b) 
In order to eliminate the populations n.., n2, and n,- from eqns. (1) 
and (2) we consider the steady state solution for eqns. (1a - f) from 
Chapter 3 with I' = 0 which for SQ -> S2 excitation are 
- Ik13 n1 + k21 n2 + k41 n4 = 0 (3a) 
- (k21 + k24) n2 + k32 n3 + k52 ns = 0 (3b) 
" tk32 + k35> n3 + Ik31 n1 = ° (3c^ 
"
 k4l n4 + k24 n2 + k54 n5 = ° (3d^ 
- (k52 + k54) n5 + k35 n3 = 0 (3e) 
n6 = 0 (3f) 
and analogue expressions for SQ •+ S, excitation 
v ,m m 
Where k = E km • k = z km • k = m 52 5- n = ^  nm- n = ^ m wnere K 3 5 m *35, K 2 4 m K24, *52 ng > n4 m n 4 ' n5 mn5> 
and k46 is assumed to be spin-independent, since it corresponds to an 
optically allowed transition within a manifold of the same multiplicity. 
Combining eqns. (1c), (3b), (3c) and (3e) for $r (2) and following an 
analogous elimination of the populations n1 and n2 from (1a), we obtain 
*f ( 1 ) = k l\ (4a) 
t
 K21 K24 
k + z k k™ rkm + km r 1 
A r,-.
 K32 m K35 ^32 lK52 K54J ,„,. 4>f (2) = r: ^TX (4b) 
1 K32 K35 
Defining 
<(>f(1) - *f(2) 
**f ^  ^-^rrf- (5] 
this parameter can be expressed as 
A+m = . J 5 52 (6a] 
£ k32 + k35 k^ + km4 
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A*f = m A *m C6b) 
The relation between k$., ij>.p(1), and ^J2) is given by 
*£(2) = *£(1) • d - A*£) (7) 
A$r represents a parameter describing the deviation from Vavilov's law 
which states that the fluorescence yield is independent of the 
excitation wavelength. In our case, a non-zero value of A<f>f can only be 
caused by a difference in the total ISC rate to the triplet manifold for 
S„ •+ S excitation and excitation, where I = 1,2,3...;S„ -*- S.. (v) labels 
the electronically excited state and v denotes the vibronic state. 
Note that fyAl) can be also regarded as the probability of a molecule to 
decay from the state S with the emission of a photon at the S1 ->• S„ 
transition; the decay may involve S —»• T —»• S'* ISC processes, apart 
from IC within the singlet manifold. 
From (1), (2), and (3a, d) we find 
+ f0O + m +ISC M = 1 (8) 
This leads to 
km, + A<f,™ k?1 
*Tsc CO =
 k
24
 + k
f 21
 (9) 
K21 K24 
(((^ (S,) is defined as the probability for a molecule to decay from the 
state T |m> to S 0 via IC and ISC processes with emission of a photon at 
the Sn ->• S, transition; 
<j>™L(<!,) is defined as the probability for a molecule to decay from the 
state T |m> to TJm'> via IC and ISC processes; analogously <f>mT(<0 refers 
to the transition T |m> to Tn|m> via IC processes only. Note that 
m,m' = i,j,k, From the steady state solutions of eqns (1a - f) in Chapter 
3 it follows that 
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km 
K52 K54 
km km km 
4,™ U=n) = ^ t?Jl) + 6 5 . ^ — <j>r(1) (11b) 
n
 km +km +km £ k™
 + k m +km km + k m f 
K63 K64 K65 K63 K64 K65 K52 KS4 
km 
»ISC C«-») " TiT-TiT *Sc™ ^ a ) 
K52 K54 
•™! .U=n) = ^ • " ' (2) + ^ . ^ — 4™' (1) (12b) 
K63 K64 K65 K63 K64 K65 K52 K54 
km S4 4>m (a=m) = „ (13a) TT
 vm ,m 
K52 K54 
km km km 
.m /- \ 64 65 54 , , , , , 
* T T U = n ) =
 km +km + km
 +
 ,m
 +]m +]m • ^ m ~ ™ 
K63 K64 K65 K63 K64 K65 K52 K54 
I t can be shown straightforwardly that 
+fT°° + m * ISC a ) + *TT°° = 1 ( 1 4 ) 
Combining (1) and (11) the fluorescence intensity I^U) is found to be 
I£(il) = i k 1 3 i y £ 0 O + l ' k 4 6 z ^ ( a ) nm (15) 
The fluorescence intensity is now completely determined by experimentally 
accessible parameters Ik.*,, I'k46, n.., n., <t>f(5.), <t>.ppOO» 
We can make a further simplification based on the following argument: 
Under normal experimental conditions the rate of the optical excitation 
processes Sn -> S? and T„ -> T , as well as the decayrate of the T^ — • S„ 
process, are much smaller than all other ISC and IC processes, i.e. 
Ik13, I'k46, k 4 1«k^, ( n ^ 41,13,46) 
Then 
n.«n. ,n. for l = 2,3,5,6 (16) 
and 
n1 + n4 = 1 (17) 
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to a high degree of approximation. 
Therefore 
If = Ik 1 3« £ (1-n4) • I ^ ^ ^ n ; (18) 
In steady state, the sum of all rates leaving a particular spinstate 
T0|m> equals the sum of all rates entering this state including SLR pro-
cesses. Therefore we can write 
0 = -kjiT - I'k^n? + .5 w„,_n m' m"4 " *M6"4 m'M m'mn4 
~J^ wn™-n!? + I k i ^ <t>Tcr (1-v n™) + m fm mm' 4 13 TISC Z ^ 
1 k46 *TT n4 Z k46 « *ISC n4 (19) 
When we sum over m = i,j,k we get: 
0 = -k41n4 - I'k46n4 + Ik13 *ISC (1-n4) 
+ I,k46£C*Tr»I + £' * ISC<) (20) 
Since eqn (14) is valid, we have 
E f.m m i m'm m\ _ m ,m „m 
m ( ^ n ^ + m'^SC n4 ] ~ &n4 " * f A 
For sake of convenience we define $ — by 
"fT " n4 m % n4 (21) 
Note that <t> ~ is dependent on the presence of microwaves and light-
intensity. We can solve eqn. (20) for the total T„ population 
Ik13 *ISC 
n4 = Ik13 *ISC + k41 + I ' k 4 6 % W 
Combined with (6), (10), and (18) we find: 
_ I k 1 3 k 2 1 (1-A*f) (k^VkA6Jn)- + IknI'kA6ln (k24+A+fk21) ( 2 3 ) 
f lk13 (k24+A*fk21) + (k21+k24) (k^+I'k^^,) 
This is eqn. (6) from Chapter 3. 
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SUMMARY 
In this Thesis the results of investigations on the lowest excited 
triplet state of photosynthetic pigments and some model.compounds are pre-
sented, partly as reprints of published papers. 
Most of the experiments are carried out using ODMR (Optically Detected of 
Magnetic Resonance), detecting microwave-induced changes in the populations 
of the spin states of the lowest excited triplet state, via induced changes 
in the fluorescence emission. 
10" -10 M chlorin free base incorporated as a guest in a n-octane 
single crystal proved to be a very attractive model for the study of the 
zero-field-splittings and the decay rate constants of the lowest excited 
triplet state. Contrary to naturally occurring compounds such as pheophytins 
and chlorophylls, chlorin can be easily studied without effects of polar 
solvents and aggregation. Since chlorin has the same conjugation pathway as 
the chromophoric group of chlorophyll-a and b and the corresponding pheophy-
tins, it is interesting to determine its properties. 
As already has been found for porphin free base by other groups, chlorin 
exhibits photoinduced rotation of the two central protons at 4.2 K, but at 
a much slower rate than porphin. In vitro studies of pheophytins-a and -b 
have learned that the ODMR technique can be fruitfull in unraveling optical 
emission spectra of systems containing molecules in different solvated 
states, which have overlapping optical absorption and emission bands. 
The results suggest a correlation between the red shift of the fluorescence 
emission and the spin-lattice-relaxation .rate of molecules in polar environ-
ments. A exploratory study has been made of the application of the ODMR 
technique to in vivo photosynthetic systems such as intact algae. Although 
hindered by spin-lattice-relaxation at 4.2 K causing a poor signal-to-noise 
ratio, the technique is promising for the study of whole algae. 
Since in biological systems both spin-lattice-relaxation and triplet-triplet 
absorption may cause difficulties in determining the kinetic constants of 
the lowest excited triplet state, a detailed computer analysis is made of 
the possible influence of these effects on the measured decay rate constants 
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and populating rates. This analysis indicates the importance of including 
higher excited singlet and triplet states, into the optical pumping cycle 
for the understanding of ODMR results. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten van onderzoekingen aan de 
laagste aangeslagen triplet toestand. van fotosynthetische pigmenten en 
enige model verbindingen beschreven, deels als herdrukken van gepubliceerde 
artikelen. 
De meeste experimenten zijn gedaan met ODMR (Optische Detectie van 
Magnetische Resonantie) waarbij veranderingen gemduceerd door microgolven 
in de populaties van de spintoestanden van de laagste aangeslagen triplet 
toestand, via geinduceerde veranderingen in de fluorescentie-emissie ge-
detecteerd worden. 
—f\ —7 
10" -10 M chlorine vrije base ingebouwd als een gast in een n-octane 
een-kristal bleek een aantrekkelijk model te bieden voor de bestudering 
van de nulveld splitsingen en de vervalsnelheidsconstanten van de laagste 
aangeslagen triplet toestand. In tegenstelling tot in de natuur voorkomen-
de verbindingen zoals die van het feofytine en chlorofyll-type, kan chlorine 
gemakkelijk.bestudeerd worden zonder effecten van polaire oplosmiddelen en 
aggregatie, omdat chlorine hetzelfde conjugatie pad heeft als de chromofore 
groep van chlorofyll-a en b en de overeenkomstige feofytines, is het inte-
ressant om de eigenschappen ervan te bestuderen. 
Zoals reeds door andere groepen gevonden voor porfine vrije base is heeft 
chlorine ook een licht-geinduceerde rotatie van de twee centrale protonen 
bij 4.2 K, maar met een veel lagere snelheid dan porfine. 
In vitro studies van feofytine-a en b hebben geleerd dat de ODMR tech-
niek vruchtbaar kan zijn voor het ontrafelen van optische emissie spectra 
van systemen die moleculen bevatten in verschillende gesolvateerde toestan-
den, die overlappende optische absorptie en emissie banden hebben. De re-
sultaten suggereren een verband tussen de roodverschuiving van de fluor-
escentie emissie en de spin-rooster-relaxatie snelheid van moleculen in 
een polaire omgeving. 
Eenverkennende-studie is. gedaan<.naaj de toepassing van de ODMR tech-
niek op in vivo fotosynthetische systemen m.n. intacte algen. Hoewel spin-
rooster-relaxatie bij 4.2 K een slechte signaal-ruis verhouding veroorzaakte, 
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houdt de techniek beloftes in voor de studie van intacte algen. 
Omdat in biologische systemen zowel spin-rooster-relaxatie als triplet-
triplet absorptie moeilijkheden kunnen veroorzaken bij de bepaling van de 
snelheids constanten van de laagste aangeslagen triplet toestand, is m.b.v. 
computersimulaties een gedetailleerde analyse gemaakt van de mogelijke in-
vloed van deze effecten op de gemeten verval- en bevolkingssnelheidscon-
stanten, Deze analyse wijst op het belong om hoger aangeslagen singlet en 
triplet toestanden mee te nemen voor het begrijpen van de resultaten van 
ODMR. 
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